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1.
A Study of the Social Significance of the Labor Union in the
United States
I. Introduction
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to trace the evolution,
historic development, aims, programs and methods, leadership,
accomplishments and failures of the labor union movement in the
United States from about 1750 up to the present day with the
idea of weighing the evidence, interpreting the facts, and eval-
uating the materials collected to substantiate the conclusion
that the labor union has had, and has now a social significance
for existing. Also, that by a gradual process of socialization
the labor union can become a valuable tool in laying the only
sure and lasting foundation for industrial democracy.
A peaceful and happy social control and adjustment of in-
dustrial and human relationships between capital and labor in
the future must be accomplished by mutual cooperation and under-
standing. The future trend, then, in industrial relations should
be toward an intelligent and socialized organization of workers,
call them labor or trade unions or whatever, that will cooperate
with representative industry for the greatest social and economic
good of the greatest number.
Nature of the Study
The purpose of this thesis is stated above. It is not in-
tended to be a material contribution to knowledge in this field,
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but is an intensive study of the available literature on the
subject, - primary and secondary material from books, magazine
articles, bulletins, surveys and reports, - with an aim to build
up a constructive interpretation of one of the most vital crisis
experiences in this machine age.
II. History of the Labor Union Movement, -
A Picture of its Political, Social and Economic Background in
Europe.
Altho my aim will be to confine this study to the labor
situation in the United States, yet in presenting the historical
background it will be necessary, and interesting as well, to
include a brief survey of the development of the class struggle
which grew out of two great European movements. Our own present
day complex society, with its many social and economic problems
and class warfare is but a continuation of the same story.
The Commercial Revolution.
Just before the close of the fifteenth century, daring
European merchant adventurers began to take long voyages on the
high seas. They discovered new lands and they brought back to
Europe from the Levant markets oriental merchandise of great
value. This expanding trade was the first stimulus to the
industrial arts, for it was necessary to take to the east equiva
lent goods for exchange. Consequently there arose a class of
manufacturers who fashioned from the raw materials woolens and
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linens, and who became leather-workers, armorers and furriers
to supply the new demands.
Up to this time there had existed a peculiar form of
social organization known as feudalism where there was no
complete sovereignty nor ownership of land and in which there
existed two very definite classes, - the lord and the serf. The
serf labored for the lords in field, castle and warfare. In
return he was clothed, housed and fed but there was almost no
chance for him to rise out of the class into which he was born
and he was little more than a slave. But with the increase of
commerce and expanding trade, there arose prosperous trade
centers or towns where the small agricultural villagers, might
buy their shoes, tools, clothing, food and even luxuries and
the serfs often ran away to the towns and became freedmen,
or bought a town-charter from their lord and payed for it with
certain annual obligations.
So, in due time, the feudal system decayed, and there grew
up in its place an artisan and merchant class in the towns, and
a more or less free peasantry in the country and now for the
first time in history we find groups of people with like
economic interests banding together for protection and certain
social and religious functions. The merchants felt the need
of protection from the feudal lords, theives and dishonest
workmen and consequently formed an organization known as the
merchant gild or merchant company.
•
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In a very remote way the economic aims of these merchant
gilds are not unlike those of our present day merchant associa-
tions, altho their social, moral and ethical aims seem to have
been higher.
Carlton Hays, the historian, says, "The most important
duty of the merchant gild was the regulation of the home market.
Restrictions were laid upon the stranger who tried to utilize
the advantages of the market without sharing the expense of
maintenance. No goods were allowed to be carried from the city
if the townsmen wished to buy; and a tax was levied on goods
brot into the town. The gild was morally bound to enforce
honest, straightforward methods of business; and the wardens
appointed to supervise the market endeavored to prevent, as dis-
honest practices, - buying outside the regular market, cornering
the market and retailing at higher than market price. Dishonest
members were expelled from the gild # H 1.
The merchant gilds did not continue in strength much after
1500, but alongside of the merchant gilds grew up the craft gilds
which continued in power until they were gradually crowded out
of existence by the capitalists who refused to be bound by gild
rules and were to evolve a new "domestic system". These craft
gilds were powerful organizations of the town artisans which
sometimes worked harmonisouly with the merchant gilds and
sometimes opposed them if they became corrupt or oligarchical.
There were gilds for bakers, brewers, smiths, sadlers, shoe-
makers, weavers, tailors, tanners and even gilds for the
masters of arts who constituted the teaching staff of colleges
and universities.
The expression "serving his apprenticeship" in a trade
is derived from a practice handed down from the medieval craft
gilds. The master workmen would select a boy apprentice who
1. C.J. Hays, History of Modern Europe, Vol. 1 pp 38-39

would be bound to live at his house and work several years
without wages. In return for which, he was thoroughly taught
the trade. After the apprenticeship periods the boy became a
" j ourneyman" and worked for real wages. Eventually he became
a master himself and a member of the gild, with a right to
have his own shop, apprentices and journeymen and to sell direct-
ly to the public.l.
The trade was supervised by restriction of membership
and also by gild rules which specified the quality of materials
used and the method of manufacture. Also, the gild regulated
night work and fixed the price at which goods were to be sold. 2.
But human nature seemed to be very much the same in the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries as it is today, for the history
of the gild shows that there was enmity between gilds in allied
trades such as dyeing, spinning, weaving and fulling, and often
the high standards regulating the trade were felt as a hinder-
ance to greedy masters, so often a gild would approve of inferior
workmanship.
Hays says that many of the gilds had a tendency to split
somewhat along the present lines of labor and capital, - the
old gild organization would be usurped and controlled by the
wealthier master workmen called "livery men" because they wore
rich uniforms, or a class of dealers would arise and form a
"merchants company" to conduct a wholesale business in the
products of a particular industry. For example, rich drapers
sold all the cloth but did not help to make it.
3
1. C.J. Hays, op. cit., p. 40
2. C.J.Hays, op. cit.
, p. 41
3. Ibid. p. 41-42
I•
Too, we find that the chance for journeymen and apprentices
to rise to the station of a master became more and more difficult
and they often were obliged to remain wage earners for life.
In England, in order to better their conditions the work-
men formed new associations called journeymen* s or yeomen ! s
companies
.
Even in those days, Schevill says, "The powerful gilds were
the economic ones and their power was great enough to enable them
often to take over the town government. Gild membership implied
individual political power collectively exercised." 1.
Thus we find before the machine age that the so-called
capital and labor class of that day experienced a class con-
sciousness and each endeavored to overcome its economic and
social ills by a type of combination, and if the combination was
powerful enough, to protect its interests by means of political
power •
In fact, although trustworthy authorities claim that present
labor organizations cannot claim descent from the craft gilds,
they differ in opinion over the question as to whether some forms
of the medieval journeymen's fraternities were not for all prac-
tical purposes trade unions. 2 . At least they had common aims in
that these medieval organizations tried to limit the number of
legal craftsmen through society memberships, regulated the quali-
ty of work, and tried to maintain customary prices for their craft.
This, then, is the story of the Commercial Revolution which
by means of establishing new trade routes, and expanding trade
and industry, laid the foundation for a new social order. The
1. Schevill, A History of Europe, p. 28
2. Adams and Sumner, Labor Problems, p. 215

goods and riches of many lands were bringing to society opportu-
nities for comfort, wealth and knowledge and creating a new class,
the "bourgeoisie". These were the bankers, merchants and larger
shop keepers who were wealthy enough to live like princes if
they desired.
But beside the bourgeoisie, there was developing another
class, the working class which was engaged in home labor and
which owned neither raw material nor finished product, for the
gild system of manufacture was being replaced by the domestic
system, and wealth was beginning to concentrate in the hands of
the powerful few and they alone could afford to monopolize the
raw materials.
The Domestic System
Since the early history of our own country is so closely
allied to that of England, and so many of their institutions,
customs and laws were transplanted to America, or used as models
here, the remainder of the European background will be confined
to England.
By the eighteenth century, while the gild system still
existed in Prance and Germany, it had almost vanished from
England. In its place had evolved a capitalist or free contract
system whereby a small number of wholesalers advanced raw
materials, as wool and cotton, to individual workers who convert-
ed it into the finished fabric and redelivered it to the whole-
saler. The wholesalers determined the price paid the worker
and dominated the market.
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Samuel P. Orth gives an interesting picture of the domestic
system in England as described by Daniel Defoe on his visit to
Great Britain in 1724-26.
He says, "The land was divided into small enclosures: every
three or four pieces of land had a house belonging to them. We
could see at every house a tenter, and on almost every tenter a
piece of cloth or kersie or shalloon ...At every considerable
house was a manufactory .. Every clothier keeps one horse, at
least, to carry manufacturers to the market and everyone generally
keeps a cow or two, or more for his family They scarce sow
corn enough to feed the poultry .. The houses are full of lusty
fellows, some at the dye vat, some at the looms, others dressing
the cloths; The women or children carding or spinning, being
all employed from the youngest to the oldest". 1.
An equally significant change was the mercantile system
which was in vogue during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
The state had taken the place of the gild or town in regulating
the industrial system. It dictated prices of commodities, pre-
scribed laws of apprenticeship, provided inspectors to check on
weights and quality of goods, suggested wage rates and tried to
exert a kind of local justice to protect the laborer. Poor laws
and corn laws were passed. Monopolies were granted to individuals
and corporations for the sale and manufacture of certain commodi-
ties. The purpose of this sytem was to build up a national pros-
perity and trade. The Navigation Acts attempted to monopolize the
trade of the colonies and protect them from foreign commerce.
Although the social and economic condition of the workers
was not too bad because they worked in their own homes and were
in a sense independent, yet they were dependent on a small group
of powerful men who possessed the capital.
The domestic system did however, tend to promote indivi-
dual initiative and give opportunity for the enjoyment of the
1. S. P. Orth, The armier of Labor, pp #4-5-

workmanship and creative instinct. Thus the spirit of inven-
tion had free play and the eighteenth century gave birth to
inventions which brought almost such a sudden and great
transformation in industry and trade that it has been called in
history the "Industrial Revolution."
The Industrial Revolution in England
Beatrice and Sidney tfebb have shown quite clearly in
their book, "The History of Trade Unionism", that although
class differentiation in industry had taken place early, yet the
rea.l barrier between workmen and master did not arise until the
capitalization of industry, and hence the labor organization
was really the result of an accumulation of factors resulting
from the industrial revolution.
Adams, also, says, "In the classic home of the labor
organization - England- labor organizations did not become
prominent and numerous until after the industrial revolution." 1,
The industrial revolution, which is still going on today
as an industrial evolution, was not the result of a few great
geniuses but of hundreds of minds searching for easier and
better ways of doing things, even as today. But the six most
prominent have been preserved by history because of their first
and most outstanding inventions which had important social and
economic consequences.
Since the chief industry of England was that of cloth
making, it was natural that the first inventions should be along
the line of improvement in the textile industry. Therefore,
between 1738-1790, machines were introduced which, with the aid
1. Adams and Sumner, op, cit., p. 216
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of but one man, can turn out in a day as much work as previous-
ly was done by four or five.
In 1738, John Kay invented the flying shuttle, multiplying
the capacity of the loom; in 1769, Arkwright's water-frame made
the use of water power possible and this saved on the wages of
man power; 1770 saw James Hargreaves spinning jenny patented
which did the work of eight spinning wheels and hand spinners;
in 1769, James <"atts showed how his steam engine could be
harnessed to spinning machine and loom; the power-loom of
Cartwright in 1785 thoroughly revolutionized the weaving; and
in 1792 with the invention of Jitney's cotton gin in America,
which freed the raw cotton from seeds more quickly than twenty hand
pickers could in the same time, the stage was all set in England
for a new economic and social order.
Hew processes in the manufacture of iron and steel follow-
ed andjsoon^ll occurring during the nineteenth century, great
studies were made in communication and transportation by means
of steam power, and later electricity.
Factories sprang up like mushrooms where the heavy and
expensive machinery could be set up. The workman could not
pretend to compete with the new conditions and consequently he
became merely a wage-earner at the mercy of the new class of
employers who had the capital necessary to produce the goods.
The worker lost his personal skill and interest in creating,
and became a commodity on the market with nothing to sell but
his labor.
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The towns grew up around the factories and the workers
were drawn from the farms into these crowded and unsanitary
communities. But because they had no choice but to starve if
they did not accept these factory conditions, they worked from
fourteen to sixteen hours a day at monotonous work in unhealthy
surroundings for next to nothing as wages.
Then there was the threat of unemployment which has been
the spectre that has haunted workingmen from that day to this,-
a product of the factory system. Since experience counted
for little, women and children could tend machines as well as
men and would do so at reduced rates, often throwing the men
out of a position. Hard times were frequent when the factories
were closed because of an industrial crisis, and death, disease,
ignorance and poverty told the story of the social degradation
resulting from this wage slavery.
But the capitalists were so greedy that they had no
interest in social welfare and devoted their time to increas-
ing their profits. To aid them, there sprang up at this time
a doctrine of selfish philosophy known as "laissez faire" or
"hands off", based on Adam Smith's new economic treatise of
individualism, "Wealth of Nations".
The economists advocated freedom of contract, trade and
thought, and assumed that power would carry with it a sense of
responsibility. But the prosperous employing class seemed to
be dazzled and blinded by their gains and excused their lack of
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social responsibility by saying that all had had an equal
chance, and they had gained their position by means of thrift,
enterprise and brains. "Each man must fight for himself and
the devil take the hindermost," seemed to be the slogan accept-
ed as good moral philosophy.
This new freedom, however, did not benefit the worker, and
the basic elements of laissez faire only served to make his con-
ditions worse, for the wage earner had neither protection of gild,
journeyman ! s societies nor government regulations now. He was
free to bargain with his employer, and if he wanted more wages
than were offered him he could seek employment elsewhere or go
without work.
All gilds, chartered companies or monopolies which would
obstruct free competition were abolished, and if the workingmen
tried to combine in self defense they encountered laws which for-
bade them to form associations to the end of increasing wages or
reducing hours of labor.
S.P.Orth says in "The Armies of Labor" that though a few labor
organizations can be traced as far back as 1700, their growth
during the eighteenth century was slow and irregular. They were
known under different names as associations, unions, union
societies, trade clubs, and trade societies, with no legal status
and their meetings were secret. 1.
Two legal doctrines invoked by the English courts are of
interest to us because they became an heritage of the United
States and have had an effect upon labor movements in America.
To quote from Orth, -
1. S.P.Orth, op, cit., p. 14
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"The doctrine of conspiracy was so ancient that its sources
are obscure. In 1305 there was enacted a statute defining con-
spiracy and outlining the offense. It embraced all persons who
combined for a "malicious enterprise". So when Parliament pass-
ed acts regulating wages, conditions of employment, or prices of
commodities, those who combined secretly or openly to circumvent
the act, to raise wages or lower them or to raise prices and
curtail markets, at once fell under the ban of conspiracy. The
law operated alike on conspiring employers and employees.
The second legal doctrine which Americans have inherited
from England declares that all combinations in restraint of
trade are unlawful". 1. Then in 1800, the general statute
declared all combinations of journeymen illegal, but in spite
of the courts, strikes and combinations multiplied, but in
1824 workingmen were allowed the right to combine collectively
by an act of Parliament.
But because this introduction is written simply to give a
better understanding of the conditions which made for class con-
sciousness, and to show how and where the struggle of those that
"have" with those that "have not" began, the struggle in England
can be left with one more paragraph, and the history of labor
continued in America.
The story of Great Britain, whose traditions and institu-
tions have been passed on to America, passed throught periods of
paternalism, laissez faire, governmental antagonism to labor
1. Ibid. op. cit. pp 15-16
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combinations into the age of today, - a period of reconciliation,
with a powerful Labor Party in the House of Commons to protect
the workingman's social and economic interests.
Evolution of the Labor Organization in America.
(Colonial and Revolutionary Period, 1620 - 1789.)
During the colonial period, Richard T. Ely seems to have
found no evidence of trades-unions for he says,
"I find no traces of anything like a modern trades-union
in the colonial period of American history, and it is evident
on reflection that there was little need of organization that
t ime
The population was chiefly agricultural and farm labor was
performed by independent farmers who tilled their own soil
The artisans comprised chiefly the carpenter, blacksmith
and the shoemaker; many of whom worked in their own little
shops with no employees, while the number of subordinates in
any one shop was almost invariably small, and it would probably
have been difficult to have found a journeyman who did not
expect in a few years to become an independent producer." 1.
The American colonists had very limited capital, with the
exception of the southern planters, and they expected to use
individually their knowledge of the handicrafts brought with
them from England. This was the period of the domestic system
of labor.
The southern colonies had the slave system for their in-
dustries which rendered any organization there impossible. The
northern colonies as we have seen, while having a different
labor system, offered little field for agitation because of the
simplicity of industry; because land was plenty; labor in
demand and scarce; and because the domestic system kept workers
1. R.T.Ely, The Labor Movement in America, pp. 36-37
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apart in their individual shops and gave little opportunity
for association. 1.
Shipbuilding was the first real mechanical industry of
the colonists to which they paid attention to any profitable
degree, and it is interesting to note, according to Ely, that
the ship calkers in Massachusetts early organized for political
reasons - not from any desire to conflict with their employers -
and formed the "Calker's Club" for the "purpose of laying plans
for introducing certain persons into places of trust and power."
The father of Samuel Adams in 17524 was prominent in this club, and
it is said that the term "caucus" was derived from it." 2.
Class distinction, however, was brought from England, and
did exist in New England and the South up to the time of the
Revolution and after. Several historians write that a mans'
position in life could be told by his dress, and Carroll Wright
describes the dress of the workingmen as follows,
-
"The laborers dressed in home-made goods of hemp or flax,
and coats, or doublets, and breeches of leather or buckskin were
also worn. Pelt hats, waise leather shoes, with brass buckles,
and sometimes with wooden heels, wore part of the workingmens'
equipment. But the gentlemen wore powdered wig and ruffled shirt" .3
.
Samuel Orth says that just before the Revolution, the lot
of the common laborer was not an enviable one. His house was
rude and barren of comforts; his fare coarse and without variety,
while his wage was two shillings a day, and if he ran into debt
the prison awaited him. The wage-earner without property was
denied the right to vote.
The artisan fared some better, and his skill and years of
1. CD. Wright, Industrial Evolution of the United States, p. 232
2. R.T.Ely, op. cit., p. 37
3. C.D.Wright, op, cit, p. 57
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apprenticeship usually gave him a fair living, 1. In fact, he
seemed contented with his economic and social position in the
early part of the eighteenth century.
So, any labor unions that existed before the Revolution
were in no sense trades unions of the modern type, and were
limited to skilled trades. The laborers had not as yet become
class conscious enough to combine.
Samuel P. Orth says in 1643 the coopers and shoemakers of
Boston were granted permission to organize guilds, which embraced
both master and journeyman, and there were a few similar organiza-
tions in New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, 2.
Hoxie, also, says that there were labor organizations in
America as far back as the seventeenth century, but that these
organizations were not trade unions, but craft guilds of workmen
who combined in themselves the functions of laborer, master and
merchant. They were organized to license, or otherwise limit
the number of legal craftsmen, to regulate the quality of the
work, and to maintain customary prices. 3 #
In fact, it is interesting to note that early social con-
ditions, especially in Massachusetts tended toward communism. 4,
Each colonist was to do his share toward the support of the whole,
and the result of combined effort was to be for the good of all.
But even tho the aim was pure and simple communism in the
beginning, as far as labor was concerned, it seems that it didn't
work out well.
Captain John Smith, after a brief experience, found that
1. S. P. Orth, op. cit. p 20
2. Ibid. p. 21
3. R.p.Hoxie, Trade Unionism in the United States p. 78
4. See Ely's Chapt. II. in "The Labor Movement" on Early
American Communism.
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the system would not succeed and after bitter complaint declared
that, "he that will not work shall not eat". The Plymouth Colony
too, experimented for three years on the community basis and
had to return to the old labor conditions where wages were paid
for services rendered. 1. Later, in writing of labor and the law
I shall tell how these early colonists had a strong belief in
the idea that all conditions, - social, political and economic
could be fixed by law - even the regulating of wages.
But all this goes to prove, as Hoxie says, that the eighteenth
century political and social theories, which held the notions of
individual equality, - harmony of interest, and free competition
for absolute truths, were directly opposed to labor combination. 2.
Unionism first appeared then in America around the end of
the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth centuries when
there began to be a distinct differentiation between the employer
and worker. Most authorities agree on this.
These first unions seem to be more on the order of friendly
societies than modern trades unions and were often incorporated
by an act of the legislature. They were in the form of local
craft unions usually among the printers, cordwainers, bakers,
shipwrights and carpenters.
Carlton mentions the following organizations as seeming
to bear some characteristics of a local trade union, - temporary
societies of printers beginning in New York City in 1776 and
"The Typographical Society" of New York City which was known to be
in existeance from 1795-1797. Professor Commons calls the
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"Federal Society of Journeymen Cordwainers organized in
Philadelphia in 1794, the first American trade union, and this
organization was preceded by an employers' organization, - the
"Society of Master Cordwainers of the City of Philadelphia,"
formed in 1789. In fact the cordwainers held together for twelve
years and in 1799 conducted a strike for ten weeks I 1.
Hoxie adds to this list the Philadelphia Carpenters
organized in 1791. The Baltimore Tailors, 1795, and the
Baltimore Typographical Society in 1803. And it seems that a
strike was conducted in Baltimore "by the Tailors in 1795.
The "Germinal Period" of Trades Unions - 1800-1327
The period from 1800-1827 seems to be one in which labor
organizations are mentioned as steadily and slowly coming into
existence, - a "germinal period", preparing the way for, and
preceding the modern movement.
The effects of the Industrial Revolution in England and
its accompanying factory system of labor were slow in reaching
America for many reasons. England had the advantage over the
rest of the world industrially because of her new machinery and
she jealously guarded it. Parliament passed laws which pro-
hibited the exportation of machines, tools, or models, and which
even made it a criminal offense to try to induce textile operatives
to leave England. This did tend to retard slightly the develop-
ment of manufacturing in the United States.
1. F.T.Carlton, History and Problems of Organized Labor, p. 17
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Then, too, there was a scarcity of labor, lack of liquid
capital and an abundance of rich farming land unoccupied which
tended to encourage people in rural occupations.
However, it was the War of 1812 and the Embargo that really
gave the stimulus to Hew England manufacturing - although the
invention of Whitney's cotton gin in 1793 must not be overlooked.
New England had all the natural advantages necessary for
the factory system, - water power, some capital collected during
the War of 1812 from its commerce, and intelligent labor.
The first, attempted cotton factories were failures but
in 1790 the Slater Factory was built in Pawtucket, Rhode Island.
Samuel Slater had escaped from England and introduced some of
the new English machinery, depending upon his memory for con-
struction.
In 1814, Francis Lowell invented a power loom, independent
of English aid, and the first complete factory for cotton cloth
was established in Waltham, Massachusetts. From that time on
the factories multiplied and the factory system was well
established in the United States. Other industries followed
cotton, - as woolen, flax, hemp, and tow products were manufact-
ured. The iron industry, too, took a leap with the mining of
soft coal in 1815.
The worst features of the English textile mills were kept
out of the American factories at first,- the working conditions
seem to have been fair and the living conditions good. Women
and girls from the rural communities were employed with success.
t
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Charles Dickens in his American notes, writes as follows
concerning the conditions in the mills at Lowell, Massachusetts,
-
"These girls were all well dressed; and that phase
necessarily includes extreme cleanliness They were healthy
in appearance, and had the manners and deportment of young
women.
The rooms in which they worked were as well ordered as
themselves.... There was much fresh air, cleanliness and comfort.
I cannot recall or separate one young face that gave me a pain-
ful impression; not one young girl whom I would have removed
from those works if I had the power."
This is a pleasant picture but there was another side to
it, for with the growth of factories and concentration of workers
there evolved the industrial town and city with its dense
population and accompanying social, economic and moral problems;
housing, sanitation, pauperism, juvenile crime and abuse of
women and child labor.
Laboring people were growing more conscious now that they
were becoming a distinct part of the community with different
interests and privileges from the other social classes.
"Between 1800-1810 in New York, twenty-four societies had
been formed, but only in the larger cities were they composed of
artisans of one trade, as the New York Masons Society 1807, and
the New York Society of Journeymen Ship wrights, 1805. Other
societies included artisans of many trade's, as the Albany
Mechanical Society in 1801.
Ely mentions the "House Carpenters of the City of New York"
incorporated in 1806 and a "Typographical Society" in Albany,
New York in 1821. He continues to say that he finds no record
of a trades-union elsewhere until the "Columbian Charitable
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Society of Shipwrights and Caulkers of Boston and Charlestown"
which was formed in 1822, 1.
Ely also writes that the year 1325 might well mark the
year when organizations of laborers first design to improve
their condition as laborers, and a new spirit and purpose be-
gan to animate the laboring classes. 2,
"Prom now on we see unions of artisans of various trades
in a certain section band together for common action and
gradually the skilled laborers of the same trade form the
idea of national unions. Political action as a means of better-
ing their conditions is urged and the workingmen's parties
evolved.
The Flowering Period of Trades-Unions 1825-1860.
From 1827-1837 there was a fever of transportation im-
provement and a steadily widening market because of it. In
manufacturing new industries and methods were appearing which
resulted in more profitable returns on investments. Business
operations could now include the whole country and the greater
opportunities required more capital and a different organization.
Corporations began to take the place of partnerships,
altho this tendency toward large scale concentration did not
attract attention until after the Civil War.
As the size of a plant increased, the owner was separated
from his employees because he had to devote his time now to the
1. R.TTsiy, op. cit., pp. 38-39
2. Ibid. p. 40
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management and selling end of the business rather than the
working end, and direct contact with his employees. As the
workers felt themselves being set off by themselves in a class
they began to develop like interests and aims, and felt more
than ever that organization was one way of improving their
conditions in the shops, and in getting shorter hours and high-
er wages. After 1325, the societies or unions were demanding
a standardized working day of ten hours instead of the tradi-
tional day of from sunrise to sunset, and in 1827 hundreds of
Philadelphia carpenters struck for the ten hour day.
After 1830 and that following period of great speculation,
the laborers placed the emphasis of their demands upon increased
wages to meet the steady rise of prices in commodities. Between
1833 and 1837, one hundred and fifty trade "societies" were
in existence in Boston, New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore
with a membership of twenty-five thousand. And, during these
years there were no less than one hundred and eighty-six strikes
among all organized trades, - for higher wages, or against a re-
duction in wages. 1.
The occupations of skilled workers were being imperiled
now by the constant invention of new machinery and the competi-
tion for work was increasing with the immigration from Europe.
Among other reasons for union growth were the hostility
of the courts toward labor, and a period of moral awakening
evidenced by a passion for reform and the evolution of all kinds
1. R.V.Harlow, The Growth of the United States, pp. 379-380
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of "isms". The campaign for the abolition of slavery was at its
height and communistic and socialistic experiments were in
operation. The utopianism of Robert Owen resulted in communistic
settlements at Brook Farm, New Harmony and other places. Owen,
Horace Greeley, Albert Brisbane and Charles Dana were preaching
socialistic doctrines, and the laboring classes had powerful
friends in William Ellery Channing, James Carter, Robert Rantoul,
and Horace Koran.
Great stress was laid upon the need for spreading education
and the need for improvement in educational methods and systems.
Most of these socialistic attempts were doomed to failure
but they left their imprint deeply fixed on the labor movements.
Improvements in paper manufacture and printing made it
possible for labor now to more easily spread its program and
more firmly unionize the local organizations. Too, a labor
press could diffuse educational propaganda and make capital
acquainted with the aims of their organizations.
Between 1825 and 1830 the two Evans brothers, who had
brought socialistic ideas with them from England and were interest-
ed in land reform, published in New York City the first representa-
tion of the labor press in the United States, called the "™ork-
ingman's Advocate". More than six hundred papers in the country
endorsed the demands made by these men through their papers,
whose name was finally changed to "Young America." 1.
The demands are interesting and show the advanced social
and economic aims of the laborers then. I will quote them from Ely,-
1. C.D.Wright, op. cit., pp. 236-237
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1. The right of man to the soil; Vote yourself a farm.
2. Down with monopolies, especially the United States Bank.
3. Freedom of public lands.
4. Homesteads made inalienable.
5. Abolition of all laws for the collection of debts.
6. A general bankrupt law.
7. A lien of the laborer upon his own work for his wages.
8. Abolition of imprisonment for debt.
9. Equal rights for women with men in all respects.
10. Abolition of chattel slavery and of wages slavery.
11. Land limitation to one hundred sixty acres.
12. Mails in the United States to run on the Sabbath". 1.
Manhood suffrage, according to Hoxie, was one of the
social causes for strengthening the union. He said it stimula-
ted the correction of social and political evils, mainly in-
flated money and the high cost of living, educational and
assumed political inequalities. 2.
Philadelphia has the honor of being the birth-place of the
modern trades-unions,- that is, a union or association of trade
unions or labor societies. The Philadelphia Mechanics Union of
Trade Associations organized in 1827 and developed into the
TCorkingmen' s Party of Philadelphia.
It stood for shorter hours, free schools, the abolition
of imprisonment for debt, the reform of the militia system,
mechanics lien law, equal taxation, cheapened legal procedure,
no religious legislation, direct election of public officials,
and opposition to banks and other monopolies. 3.
1. R.T.Ely, op. cit., pp. 41-42
2. R. P. Hoxie, op. cit., p. 83
3. Ibid. pp. 83-84
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In 1828, the Mechanics Union presented candidates for
city and state officers. In 1829, the Workingmen's Party of
* New York was formed and at the same time the ITew England Associa-
tion of Farmer's Mechanics and other Workmen sought to join all
manual laborers. 1.
A strong political attempt of labor during this period
was the formation of the Equal Rights Party in ITew York State
in 1835. This was called the "Loco Focos" and it did prove
strong enough in the following year to defeat the regular Demo-
cratic organization and to force the Democrats in the future to
respect and rely upon the labor vote. 2. But the workingman were
not strong enough yet to compete to advantage with the profession-
al politicians and had to abandon party politics as such soon
after, merely influencing candidates if possible on labor issues.
Too, the employers were getting worried now, and in meet-
ings in Boston and elsewhere they expressed their disapproval
of any labor combinations.
On the 15th of May in 1832, the merchant, and ship-owners
of Boston held a meeting in the Exchange Coffee Rooms and voted
to discountenance and check the unlawful combination formed to
control the freedom of individuals as to the hours of labor, and
to thwart and embarrass those by whom they are employed and
^
liberally paid, " And in their conclusion these employers
resolved* " We will neither employ any journeyman who at the
same time belongs to such combinations, nor will we give work
to any master mechanics who shall employ them while they con-
tinue thus pledged to each other and refuse to work the hours
1. K.U. Faulkner, American Economic History, pp. 586-587
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which it has been customary for mechanics to work. 1. Thus,
we see the conflict was on between labor and capital in 1832.
Carlton bears this out when he says. "Much antagonism
* between employers and employees, and between rich and poor was
generated during this epoch. A class consciousness ... flashed
into view. In one address to a labor society in 1835 is found
the following typical sentiment: "Already has grasping
avarice and monopoly shorn us of many of our rights, already has
aristocracy reared its hideous form in our country, and is
making rapid studies to enslave us forever". 2.
It seems that the associations of employers in the
thirties were as bitter toward the trades-unions as any that
exist today.
The panic of 1837 brought widespread unemployment and
consequently both unions and strikes became ineffective. People
were more interested in keeping alive than in shorter hours or
increased wages, and after the disruption of the workingman's
parties, a period of inaction followed.
Paper money issued by the "wild cat" banks after the
triumph of Jackson over the second United States Bank caused
inflation of currency. While prices went up, wages stayed down
and the wage earners suffered. The memberships in trades-unions
multiplied, but the panic of 1837 put the lid on any effectual
results of combination; and with exhausted funds the unions
disintegrated and the labor press, which had commenced to
function, disappeared. National organizations disappeared also.
From 1844-1853 Hoxie states that unionism became Utopian
f
and socialistic. This was due to the influence of Owen and
others mentioned before. There was the general disposition to
try communistic and cooperative schemes, but these usually were
doomed to failure. Humanitarian and democratic agitation
1. C.D.Wright, op. cit., pp. 239-240
2. F.T.Carlton, op. cit., p. 39
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resulted in attempts to form parties. The ten hour movement
was not successful; the women and child labor and free land
agitation was partly so; but the free school movement succeeded.
After 1852 the slavery movement absorbed attention and the
panic of 1857 entirely killed this humanitarian type of move-
ment, but for awhile humanitarianism and the labor unionism
were curiously mixed.
Various Labor Congresses and Workingmen's Associations
were formed, as the New England Workingmen's Association in
1845, whose object was said to be "union for power, power to
bless humanity". In New York the National Reform Association
was organized in 1844 which desired to restore to man his
"natural right to land". In 1847, the VJorkingmen 1 s Protective
Union was organized.
The first Industrial Congress convened in New York City
in 1845 and the formation of three organizations were recommend-
ed, (1) the "Industrial Brotherhood" of "pure labor", (2)
"Young America", all friends of the "just" rights of labor
might join, (3) the "Industrial Sisterhood" to include all
females who desired to unite in the cause. This congress con-
vened for three years, 1845, 1347 and 1850. 1.
In 1840 there was a victory for the ten hour day when
President Van Buren issued a proclamation introducing the ten
hour system into the navy yard at Washington D.C., and in all
public establishments.
The laborers in Baltimore had already succeeded in attain-
1. Ibid, p. 40 and Hoxie, op. cit, pp. 84-85
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ing the ten-hour day, and in Massachusetts, in 1845, there was
agitation for such in the textile industry, but it was not
until 1874 that a law was passed.
Gradually in the decade of the fifties, there came a
revival of trade with a new awakening on the part of labor.
Sly says that the decade preceding the Civil War is remarkable
in the American labor movement for the number of trades-unions
which were then organized on a national basis. 1.
The first to be mentioned by authorities is the
International Typographical Union, which may be traced to
1850, when a national convention of Journeymen Printers met
in New York. The second meeting was in 1852 in Cincinnati,
and the name was then "National Typographical Union," - it
was not until 1869 that the word "international" v/as introduced
to bring into the association Canadian printers. 2.
Ely and others give the following list of national
unions arising in the fifties. These were evolved because of
the increased cost of living and the national markets which
brought about competition and which, according to Hoxie, "led
skilled craftsmen in a few trades to seek to cover the competi-
tive area"
.
The list of national unions following closely on the
Internat ional Typographical Union are as follows: 1854, the
National Trade Association of Hat Finishers in the United States
of America; 1858, the "Sons of Vulcan" which later grew into
1. R.T.Ely, op. cit., p. 57
2. C.D.Wright, op. cit, p. 243
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the Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel Workers; in 1859,
the Iron Moulders Union and the Machinists and Blacksmiths'
Union of North America.
The failure of the unions to found labor organizations
upon enthusiasm, altruism and social discontent in the forties,
was responsible for the more business like and systematic
organizations which marked the revival of trades unions in the
Civil War Period.
The Civil War Period 1860 - 1865
This period in the history of trades-unionism is known
or described by various phrases as, - the period of national-
ization, because by 1866, from thirty to forty national and
international, trade unions and amalgamated societies were in
evidence; Wright calls it a second industrial revolution be-
cause of changes in system of manufacture; and it has also been
described as the period of a great labor movement.
Anyway, an impetus was given to the labor movement by the
Civil War, though not intentional. The struggle was one of
economic forces as well as political, and resulted in new
social and economic problems. As was mentioned before, the
South employed the slave system of labor and with the freeing
of the slaves came a new labor question.
The Worth was industrial while the South was chiefly
agricultural up to this time, although the South had undeveloped
resources. But at the close of the war, the South would turn
to mechanical and industrial development and have forced upon it
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the northern system of labor.
The status of northern labor was now brought to the front
because the southern economists maintained that the condition
of many southern slaves was preferable to that of a northern
wage-earner. This was in some ways true, because the in-
creased cost of living brought on by the war did not bring on
a parallel rise in wages.
Continued immigration and new inventions met the scarcity
of labor which had been caused by draining the workers from
the northern industries into the war service. Women and
children could be hired, too, at a still lower wage.
Although industry had tended to concentrate the decade
before, due to war conditions, the movement was further
accelerated. War contracts and tariffs concentrated wealth
in the hands of the few, and Ely says that never before were
there such sharp contrasts between riches and poverty.
The first operatives had come from the American farming
population but the newer ones were the European immigrants.
Formerly the factory workers social conditions were almost as
satisfactory as those of the skilled trades, but after 1850
the mill operatives had good cause to complain. 1.
Even in Lowell, whens Charles Dickens found such satisfacto
conditions, the employees now worked ten hours in unhygienic
surroundings at hard work on "speeded up" machines. 2. They
went home at night to crowded tenements, too tired to enjoy
living.
1. R.V.Harlow, op, cit., p. 380
2. Ibid. p. 381
t 1
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Under such hardships it is not surprising that organized
labor became more determined to better its social and economic
conditions by very definite means. Their interests were
centered around the truck system, cooperation, prison labor,
competition and woman's work; their weapons the boycott and
strike. 1.
Many people who had been interested in the abolition
movement now gave their enthusiasm to an endeavor to elevate
the laboring classes. Too, socialistic whisperings from the
International forking People's Association founded in Europe
by Carl Marx had been eagerly listened to by many of the
workers because socialism promised relief from their burdens
and a fairer sharing of those who have with those who have not.
But the dissatisfied worker still had access to the farm-
ing or mining lands of the middle West and West if he chose to
escape industry. The net did not completely close in on him
until 1890, which marked the end of the western movement.
A few of the most outstanding of the new national organiza-
tions were the Brotherhood of the Footboard organized in 1863
at Detroit, and reorganized at Indianapolis Aug. 17, 1864 as
the Grand International Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers;
the Cigar Makers National Union formed in 1864, and the
Bricklayers and Masons International Union of America, founded
in 1865.
Perhaps a quotation from the preamble of the Bricklayers
and Masons International Union will show the feeling of the
1. R.F.Hoxie, op, cit, p. 85
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laborers at that time, -
"At no period of the world's history has the necessity
of combination on the part of labor become so apparent to any
thinking mind as at the present time; and perhaps in no
country have the working classes been so forgetful of their
own interests as in this great republic.
Whereas, Capital has assumed to itself the right to
own and control labor for the accomplishment of its own greedy
or selfish ends, regardless of the laws of Nature and Natures 1
God; and whereas, experience has demonstrated the utility of
concentrated efforts in arriving at specific ends ... it is
evident that if the dignity of labor is to be preserved, it
must be done by our united action, etc. " 1.
At least this shows somewhat the reaction of labor to
the selfish greed of the capitalist.
The Civil War, then, marked a transition period in our
labor history. Concentrated capital, the extensive use of
division of labor; influx of cheap foreign help, and the
opening up of the West to industry gave organized labor its
problems
•
Prom now on we find constant conflict between capital
and labor leading on toward our present crisis experience.
The Eras of National Organization and Amalgamation
leading to Industrial Unionism 1866-1931
So far we have traced the labor organizations through
various epochs. Its beginnings were in economic and political
causes, in the separation of functions, rise of classes and
the breakdown of customary and legal rules.
In order to protect themselves against reduction of
wages and to secure better hours and conditions of work, the
1. R.T.Ely, op. cit. p. 63
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worker formed the local craft union and its functional type
was business unionism. 1.
Increased competition and the extended market with the
important gal'n of manhood suffrage stimulated the union toward
political activities and an enlarged unit, - the trades- unions.
Their chief interest was to right social and economic ills
through a legislative program.
Political methods failed and trades-unions "became
national in scope, and the functional type was business union-
ism again.
The next phase was conditioned by the wave of utopianism,
cooperation and socialism which swept over the country just before
the Civil War, but uplift unionism was doomed to failure.
The Civil War, with its attendant problems, forced
idealism out of the picture and national trade unions and
business unionism returns. This, then, summarizes the
situation so far.
The remainder of the history of labor organization in
the United States seems to be a struggle between business,
idealistic, and political domination of unionism. Hoxie says
that uplife unionism results in the triumph of business union-
ism, the American Federation of Labor and the National Craft
Federation. In turn, as the industries concentrate and widen
in scope, the national trades-unions change in structure and
type and we have the beginning of industrial unionism which may
be revolutionary and predatory. 2.
1. R.F. Hoxie op, cit, p. 87
2. Ibid, pp. 87-88
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Therefore, I shall discuss in detail, as descriptive
and typical of this amalgamation and industrial period, the
three most outstanding of the American trade-unions as they
evolve during this era. Also, I shall mention a few of the
less important unions as they tend to have some bearing on the
major organizations. Altho I shall include the structure,
purpose and program of these organizations, I shall mention
their tools, - legislation, strikes, boycotts etc, later in
the paper under their own headings.
Knights of Labor and Its Forerunners.
After the Civil War, many old unions were reorganized
and numerous amalgamations took place. In form, the secret
society seemed very popular and fantastic names were adopted
as "The Supreme Mechanical Order of the Sun", "The Knights
of St. Crispin," and "The Noble Order of the Knights of Labor".
These societies had initiations, officers with royal titles,
signs, passwords and rituals. 1.
Ely mentions the "Knights of St. Crispin", which was
established in 1869 as one of the strongest of those inter-
national organizations which have now passed away. It includ-
ed at one time nearly a hundred thousand members of the Shoe-
makers craft. The local unions were called lodges; and these
in turn, were joined in the International Grand Lodge, the
supreme power. There was a separate branch for women called
the "Daughters of St. Crispin". 2.
This order seemed to perform a social function for it
1. S.P.Orth, op., cit., p. 72
2. R.T.Ely, op., cit., p. 67
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had great influence in the boot and shoe industry, was
recognized by a large number of manufacturers and many disputes
were settled amicably by arbitration. 1,
It was responsible largely for the passing of the ten-
hour law in Massachusetts in 1874, and was far seeing in that
its ultimate goal was to be co-operative production and sharing
of profits. 2.
The last meeting of the International Grand Lodge was in
1875, and although many attempts were made to revive the order,
it never again regained its pov/er. Ely says that its decay was
due to internal dissensions and attacks from employers who
were hard pressed by the panic of 1873. Too, the strikers in
a shoe industry could be easily replaced then, for the operations
were simple. But this organization was an honest attempt to
better the working conditions of the workers and it was not
wholly unsuccessful.
Most of the authorities mention the National Labor Union,
organized in 1866, at Baltimore, as a notable attempt to bring
all labor together under one organization. It made an
auspicious start under the leadership of W.H.Sylvis, and in
1868 was said to have attained a membership of about six hundred
and forty thousand members
.
The National Labor Union advocated Chinese exclusion, the
eight hour day, and the establishment of a government bureau of
labor. The agitation for the eight-hour day and the demand for
a national bureau of labor statistics were successful later,
-
1. Ibid. p. 63
2. Ibid. pp. 68-69
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and due credit must be given to the constant agitation and
demands of these early unions.
This union lasted until about 1870, and its downfall was
due to meddling with politics, - for it passed on from labor
problems to the endorsement of wild schemes of irredeemable
paper money, and soon perished.
But the task of the National Labor Union was taken up
by one of the most well known of all the labor organizations of
that time, the famous "IToble Order of the Knights of Labor".
Today the Knights of Labor number less than ten thousand,
and the last "Handbook of American Trade Unions" edited by the
United States Department of Labor says that the Order of the
Knights of Labor has been eliminated in this revision because
it is no longer regarded as a national economic organization. 1
Yet this organization is mainly interesting to us for the
very reason that is success was temporary. As an example, it
points out which elements are successful and which a failure in
meeting crisis situations.
For several years the garment cutters of Philadelphia
had been organized as a trade union but had failed to get satis
factory rates of wages in their trade. In the fall of 1869,
they disbanded; but one of their members, Uriah S. Stephens,
felt that a new organization should be formed that could
accomplish its ends by means of strengthening its organization
and by embracing "all branches of honorable toil".
So in November 1869, Stephens with the assistance of six
1. Handbook of American Trade Unions. Research Bulletin
of U.S.Bureau of Labor Statistics, p. 2.
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fellow craftsmen organized the Society of the Noble Order
of the Knights of Labor.
Stevens was "a man of great force of character; a skilled
mechanic, with the love of books which enabled him to pursue
his studies during his apprenticeship, and feeling withal a
strong affection for secret organizations, having been for
many years connected with the Masonic Order". 1.
It has also been said that he was to have been educated
for the ministry but, owing to financial reverses in his family,
was obliged instead to learn a trade. Later he taught school
a few years, traveled extensively and became an accomplished
public speaker and a diligent observer of social conditions. 2.
The new order was founded in an atmosphere of high
idealism and continued as such, unheld by at least one faction,
until it began to wave.
The Knights of Labor was a secret society at first with
ritual, oaths, and a great air of mystery. The name of the
order was even kept secret and all reference to it in lodge
circulars, meetings, reports and organization literature was
made by five asterisks, and in conversation it was mentioned as
the "Five Stars"
.
People would see the mark appear on the door of some
auditorium and then a crowd of workmen would issue forth. The
public became suspicious and even fearful. Finally, the press
and pulpit began to demand that "The Five Stars", come out in
the open and announce its aims, so, in 1881 to allay public
1. S.P.Orth, op, c it.,
,
p. 76
2. Ibid, p. 77
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hostility, the secrecy was removed.
The first Grand Master Workman was Stevens, its founder,
and the membership in 1869 was eleven tailors. The first local
assembly was in 1873 and was composed solely of garment workers.
Here the first general laws for government of the order were
drawn up and adopted, and they reflected the idealism and
utopianisrn of Stevens.
The plan was "to draw together in a single group all
branches of honerable toil, without regard to nationality, sex,
creed, or color". Men of all classes were admitted a,bove the
age of sixteen with the exception of employers, in the manufact-
ure or sale of intoxicating liquors, bankers, professional
gamblers and lawyers. 1.
The group became heterogeneous. In make-up it resembled
a grand national union of industrial workers for it was composed
of national trade unions and local assemblies and only three-
fourths of its members needed to be wage earners. 2.
The Knights of Labor aimed to improve the condition of the
working class as a whole, not merely to better the conditions
of a few, or of one trade. Their motto was, "An injury to one
is the concern of all"
.
Carlton quotes their demands as follows :-
Their declaration of principles indicates that the Knights
of Labor expected the betterment of the working class to come
through political action or cooperation rather than through
strikes, boycotts, and the other customary methods of trade-
unions. Among the reforms demanded by the first general
assembly were the referendum, the establishment of a bureau of
labor statistics; that occupancy and use of land should furnish
1. H.U.Faulkner, op. cit, p. 592
2. Ibid. p. 593
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the only valid title to land; the prohibition of child labor;
the levying of graduated income and inheritance taxes; the
establishment of a postal savings bank system; government owner-
ship of the railways and telegraph lines; the introduction of
the system of cooperation to supercede the wage system; the
use of arbitration in the case of labor disputes; and the
gradual introduction of the eight hour day. Their chief aim
was to make industrial and moral worth, not wealth, the true
standard of individual and national greatness". 1.
Their growth and collapse, says Orth, is one of the out-
standing events in American economic history. From eleven
tailors in 1869 the order grew to about one million by 1890.
The year 1886 was the year of its greatest power and influence.
In structure, its government was more highly centralized
than any general labor organization that has ever existed. 2.
The executives had a large amount of authority over the subordinate
bodies and could suspend officers and members, revoke charters
and after 1886 could order or terminate strikes. There were
local assemblies, district assemblies, state assemblies and
national trade assemblies, but full and final jurisdiction in
all matters pertaining to the local and district assemblies was
vested in the general assembly. This general assembly was com-
posed of delegates chosen from the bodies directly subordinate
to it. A local might be attached to the general assembly, or
be connected with it through the district or state assemblies
which were composed of delegates from locals. 3.
But, even tho their aim was to secure to the wage earner
the fullest enjoyment of the wealth he creates, and leisure for
the development of his intellectual, moral and social faculties, -
yet the decline of the order after 1888 was rapid and was due
1. F.T.Carlton, op, cit, p. 74
2. Adams and Sumner, op, cit., p. 220
3. F.T.Carlton, op, cit, p. 73
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to several important factors.
However, its short career did have some good results.
Many weak unions had been reorganized and others founded through
the help of the Knights of Labor. A standing committee of Labor
was established by the House of Representatives in 1883, and in
the following year a national Bureau of Labor was created to
gather expert information. 1. Even President Cleveland in 1886
sent to Congress a message which has become historic as the first
presidential message devoted to labor. He proposed that a board
of labor commissioners be created to act as arbitors in labor
disputes, but Congress was unwilling then to become so radical.
Eut in 1888, it enacted a law providing for the settlement of
railway labor disputes by arbitration, upon agreement of both
parties. 2. This was quite a step toward social justice.
Too, this period of industrial history was full of war-
fare, of which I shall write later. There were over five hundred
labor disputes and many strikes, some backed by the Knights and
some carried on without their sanction.
Louis Adamic, a very colorful portrayer of the history
of the class struggle, writes that the Knights were responsible
for the first inportant labor victory when they secured for the
striking railway men of the men of the Wabash road, belonging
to Jay Gould, several concessions. 3.
Although the concessions were meager, the victory was
great because the labor leaders were, for the first time in
history, "accepted on equal terms by one of the plutocrats
1. H. U. Faulkner, op. cit., p. 593
2. S. P. Orth, op, cit., p. 85
3. Louis Adamic, Dynamite p. 55
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in the country,- a leading union-hater." 1.
Since the way out of crisis situations is dependent
largely on the type of leader chosen, it might be well to con-
sider the personality of the second outstanding labor-leader
of this period, - Terence V. Powderly, who succeeded Stephens
as Grand Master of the Knights in 1879 and served during the
years it was at its greatest power.
Powderly, like Stephens was an idealist. He was deeply
interested in labors' problems and devoted all his time to
the Knights when he became Grand Master. His career is said
to be typical of the rise of many an American labor leader.
He was a poor boy and at the age of thirteen became a switch
tender; at seventeen a machinists* apprentice and at nineteen
he was active in a machinists' and blacksmiths' union. He
worked in many places and at length settled at Scranton,
Pennsylvania where he was elected mayor twice. 2.
Unfortunately, but possible on account of its structure,
there were lawless and selfish members in this huge society
whose interests were constantly conflicting. Powderly and the
more conservative national officers were opposed to the radical
element which had favored violence and sympathized with
anarchists, and soon the radicals seceded from the organization.
This much is certain, Powderly and his leaders felt that "strikes
are deplorable in their effect and contrary to the best in-
terests of the order", and that success lay in "agitation,
education and organization". 3.
1. Ibid. p. 56
2. S.P.Orth. op. cit. p 79
3. H.V.Faulkner, op, cit. p. 591
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Evidently Adamic could not cede much to this idealism
of Powderly because he calls him, "a windbag, vain and jealous,
loving power
. . .
blown hither and thirther by the force of
events," And he says Powderly 's ignorance of the forces in-
herent in modern industrialism was abysimal. 1. But social
justice and precedent, to be lasting, must come through evolu-
tion rather than by revolution, and I'm rather inclined to be-
lieve that Adamic, in the enthusiasm of his subject, has given
neither Powderly nor the Knights of Labor due credit, - even
as a pioneer in the cause of the worker.
The public had lost their confidence in the Knights
because of the violence and epidemics of strikes culminating in
the Haymarket bomb-throwing riot of Chicago. Although Powderly
had repeatedly announced that the Order was not back of these
acts of violence and had prevented a resolution of sympathy
for the bomb-throwers being adopted by the Grand Lodge, the
public's sympathy was gone.
By 1888, a loss of three hundred thousand members was
reported. But there were other reasons why the Knights failed.
Their peculiar overcentralizat ion of power brought them into
conflict with the strict trade unions, and the many demands did
not relate definitely to the immediate interests and needs of
such a great variety of wage earners. John Gr. Brooks says in
his book, "The Social Unrest" that no darker illusion has ever
troubled the labor question than the assumption that there is an
identity of interests in the entire body of wage earners ...
1. L. Adamic op. cit., p. 52
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This was one of the weaknesses of the Knights of Labor. 1.
There were fractional splits and unwise political activities
and more than all else, the rising opposition of a new labor
organization proved their undoing.
Hoxie well sums up the underlying causes of the failure
of the Knights of Labor as follows, -
"It was contrary to the reality created by modern in-
dustrial forces. Machinery was forcing a materialistic contest.
This contest is not between the money-power and the people, but
between the employers and the workers. Any attempt to hide this
under the cloak of a concept of "Society as a whole" is bound to
fail. Likewise, attempts to bridge it over by cooperation and
idealism must fail .... The age of utopianisra is past ...
The Knights of Labor proceeded upon two false assumptions
and attempted to do tv/o impossible things, First, it assumed
no fundamental disharmony of viewpoint and interest between
wage-workers and employers as such ... Secondly, it assumed that
the view point and interest of all wage workers are identical". 2.
Then Hoxie later admits my point that the labor union
may have a real social significance, although he says that the
failure of the Knights of Labor shows that the union problem
cannot be solved by any attempt to bring together into one
organization the employing and working elements. He says that
successful unionism must be an organization of wage workers, and
unionism as a social problem must be accepted as an organization
of wage earners seeking their own interest as such. 3.
Hoxie defends his second reason why the Knights failed
by saying that so long as non-competitive groups exist or there
are distinct crafts among the wage workers, each group will
have its own conditions and problems to face and solve, and
unionism is bound to be, in the main, a selfish craft entity. 4.
1. J. G. Brooks, The Social Unrest, p. 346
2. Hoxie, op. cit. pp 93-94
3. Ibid, p. 95
4. Ibid. pp. 95-96
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Carlton, also, states that the rank and file of the
members of the Knights of Labor could not be expected "to dis-
cuss patiently, adopt calmly, and execute bravely, plans for the
amelioration" of all wage earners skilled and unskilled, black
or white. 1.
So we find the Knights of Labor giving way to another
organization who sponsored more immediate goals, and whose ideal
of government was federation rather than centralization.
The American federation of Labor.
The American federation of Labor is probably today one
of the most imposing organizations in the social system of America.
It has both succeeded and failed says Hoxie. It is equally
praised and blamed by conservatives, and radicals. It has its
strong and weak points, yet its continued growth and strength
show that it must bring to its members some satisfaction or it
would have followed in the steps of the Knights of Labor. There
is now a toal membership of 3,510,427, and of the 146 standard
labor organizations in the United States as listed by the Bureau
of Labor Satistics, 106 are affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor. 2.
The origin of the American Federation of Labor dates
from 1881, when the Federation was first suggested at Terre Haute,
Indiana at a convention called by the Knights of Industry and
the Amalgamated Labor Union. The latter was composed of dis-
satisfied Knights of Labor and the object of the convention
1. Carlton, op. cit. p. 75
2. Handbook of American Trade Unions p. 3.
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was to organize a new society to supplant the Knights.
But this aim lost out because the majority of men present
were strong trades-unionists in their sympathies and they held
up the British Trades Union and its powerful annual congress as
a model. There was much discussion and a plan was made for a
second convention.
This was held in Pittsburg three months after the first,
and the new association formed there was called the Federation
of Trades and Labor Unions. In 1382 the second convention was
held and the name changed to the Federation of Organised Trades
and Labor Unions of the United States and Canada.
This organization was loosely formed and operated under
a platform rather than a constitution. The early demands of
the Federation were protective tariff, anti-contract immigration,
the abolition of conspiracy laws as applied to trade-unions, and
compulsory education. But later the trend of its policy was
away from direct politics to unionism pure and simple.
At the sixth annual convention of the Federation of
Organized Trades and Labor Unions, held at Columbus, Ohio, in
December 188S, it was decided to resolve itself into the first
convention of the American Federation of Labor,
Twenty-five national labor organizations were represented
and Samuel Gompers became the first president of the reorganized
federation. In 1887, at the next convention in Baltimore,
Maryland, a formal constitution was drawn up. 1.
The aims, ideals and government of the American
Federation of Labor are almost opposite to those of the Knights
1. S.P.Orth, op, cit, pp 88-94
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of Labor. Unlike the Knights, the Federation was originally
composed of a loose grouping of compact and self governing
national trade unions, but it has ever been elastic enough to
change its principles and structure as developing conditions
demanded. Theoretically the Federation favors the trades-
unions rather than an industrial union, but it has been obliged
to admit many strong industrial organizations like the United
Mine Workers or the International Union of United Brewery
Workers. This is necessary because twentieth century industrial
methods, with the labor saving machinery, is rapidly destroying
the importance of the trade or craft in industry and if the
Federation is to remain an efficient means for attaining social
and economic justice to the workers, it must adjust to modern
needs. This means that concentration and amalgamation of
industry and employers must be met by amalgamation of employees.
The foundation of this organization was in the interest
of particular trades rather than in the interests of labor as
a whole. The preamble of their constitution states:
"Whereas a struggle is going on in all the nations of
the civilized world, between the oppressors and the oppressed
of all countries, a struggle between the capitalist and the
laborer, which grows in intensity from year to year, and will
work disastrous results to the toiling millions, if they are
not combined for mutual protection and benefit.
It therefore behooves the representatives of the trades
and labor unions of America ... to adopt such measures and
disseminate such principles among the mechanics and laborers
of our country as will permanently unite them, to secure the
recognition of the rights to which they are justly entitled.
V7e therefore declare ourselves in favor of the formation
of a thorough federation, embracing every trade and labor
organization in America under the trades-union system of
organization". 1.
C.D.Tright, op, cit., pp. 257-258
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Contrary to the Knights of Labor, who opposed the use of
the strike and favored arbitration, the Federation, although it
desires to obtain for the employee what he wishes by the peace-
ful means of collective bargaining, has consistently maintained
that the boycott, the strike and the unfair list are legitimate
and necessary weapons of organized labor, in protecting itself
from the machinations of the employers.
However, because the collective bargaining method is so
unobtrusive, the general public does not realize how many con-
flicts have been peaceably settled by that means. The strike
being more dramatic and spectacular is observed by the public,
and the uninformed often are hostile to labor organizations
because they believe the primary purpose of organized labor
is to strike and their aims unsocial.
Hoxie states that the purpose of the Federation is
pragmatic, and this has made every thing secondary to the
supreme need of the workers in terms of immediate results, .i.e.
to"deliver the goods" here and now. . He describes their
structure as "hard-headed" business unionism. 1.
Broadly speaking, the social significance of the
American Federation of Labor has been according to Faulkner:
"(1) in agitating all questions looking toward the benefit
of the working classes, in order to bring about the enactment
of favorable measures and the repeal of unfavorable laws in
both state and national legislatures; (2) in using all possible
means to remedy abuses under which the wage earner works and
to uphold him in his just rights and privileges, and (3) in
promoting close and thorough organization to procure such
results." 2.
1. Hoxie, op. cit., p. 133
2. H.U.Faulkner, op, cit., p. 595
I
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In other words they have tried to raise the standard of
living by fighting for shorter hours, higher wages and better
working conditions. Too, they have attempted to protect them-
selves by benefit and insurance schemes and by pushing union
labor products; and the labor organization has always been the
friend of education.
I should like to justify the above by selecting at
random a few of the objectives of various unions affiliated
with the A.F. of L, which have been reprinted from their con-
stitutions for the Handbook of American Trade Unions. 1.
(1) International Association of Bridge Structural and
Ornamental Iron Workers: Objects, - "To encourage
and. develop a higher standard of skill; to cultivate
feelings of friendship among the craft; to equitably
distribute opportunities of employment; to secure by
legal and proper means pay commensurate with the
hazard, physical and mental taxation and exhaustion
and average life endured by its members in performing
the services of the trade; to discourage piece-work
and encourage safe and reasonable methods of work; to
cultivate the moral, intellectual and social conditions
for the well being of its members, their families and
dependents, and in the interest of a higher standard
W of citizenship."
(2) United Automobile, Aircraft and Vehicle Workers of
America; Object,- To establish and uphold a fair and
1. See the Research Bulletin of the United States Bureau
of Labor Statistics (1929) .... No. 506 for all the
following quotations on labor objectives.
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equitable rate of wages, lessen the hours of labor
and regulate all labor matters pertaining to members.
To educate the workers in all economic and political
questions necessary to better the condition of wage
earners; to endeavor to replace strikers by arbitration
and conciliation in settlement of all disputes concern-
ing wages and conditions of employment; to elevate,
protect and maintain the position of the workers in
our industry"
.
(3) Order of Sleeping Car Conductors: Objects,
-
"The work of. this order is dedicated to the best interests
of the employer and employee, through collective bargain-
ing to maintain wages and working conditions in
consonance with American standards of living. That they
may serve one another in peaceful and harmonious relations
through the constant efforts of this organization; to
advance the interests social, moral and intellectual, of
its members, and to establish mutual confidence through
a policy of general understanding - such is the aim and
purpose of this order".
These are but a few examples, and the majority of unions,
while they would necessarily have the social well being of their
own members for a goal, - yet they include the social well being
of the general public. There are some unions, also, who express
in their objectives a desire to serve the best interests of the
employer, as well. 1.
1. See the Handbook of American Trade Unions. 1929
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Although it may be impossible to actually prove that they have
accomplished or even lived up to their objectives, at least
the formulating of a constructive program is one step toward
industrial democracy.
As I said before, the structure of the Federation is that
of a loose federation of national and international unions and it
is interesting to see how it functions.
During the first two decades after its establishment,
the American Federation of Labor took into membership and chartered
as affiliated bodies all the organizations that applied. In con-
sequence, more than one union in the same industry or even in
the same craft, held membership at the same time. For example,
both the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners and the
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners held membership
in the federation. 1.
But in 1907 departments were organized to include all the
unions in the largest industries, the policy of "one craft, one
union" was carried out. This reduced the number of affiliated
international organizations. 2.
Those unions which refused to merge became independent,
or "outlaw" organizations. There are today, including the
Industrial Workers of the World, a membership in the outlaw
unions of $20,824., 3.
There are four departments in the American Federation of
Labor; building trades, metal trades, railway employees, and
union-label trades. Each department manages and finances its
1. Research Bulletin No. 506 of the U.S.Bureau of Labor
Statistics, p. 1.
2. Ibid. p. 1.
3. Ibid, pp. 3-4
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own affairs, holds conventions distinct from the Federation,
and functions independently within the limits set by the con-
stitution of the Federation.
In addition to the autonomous national and international
trade organizations, the American Federation of Labor contains
383 organized bodies known as local trade and Federal labor
unions which are chartered and governed directly by the Federation
itself.
A directly affiliated local trade-union is composed of
workers in a trade which is not organized nationally, or the
national organization of which is not affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor. When these directly-affiliated
organizations within a given trade become sufficiently numerous,
they form the nucleus of a national union of that tra.de. There
are also unions in direct affiliation to the American Federation
of Labor in jurisdictions which are definitely covered by
international unions belonging to the federation. 1.
A Federal labor unionn is composed of workers in local-
ities where no national or local trade-union exists. It may
include any number of different crafts and callings, and is
somewhat analogous to the "mixed assemblies" of the old Knights
of Labor. These members are usually unskilled workers in un-
classified occupations, 2.
The officers of the Federation consist of a president,
eight vice-presidents, a secretary and a treasurer, who form a
very powerful executive body and are elected at the annual con-
vention.
1. Ibid. n. 6
2 Ibid r> 7 Boston University1 S6hool of Education
Library
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There are state federations and city central labor unions,
composed of representatives of all the affiliated national and
international unions,- in state or city and town. Orth says
that the Federation espouses the principle of home rule in
purely local matters and of federal supervision in all general
matters. He also adds that the Federation, on the whole, has
been managed with skill, energy, and great adroitness. 1.
Hoxie on the other hand, is rather prone to judge the
American Federation of Labor a little harshly. He claims that
it has both succeeded and failed - and rates the failures over
the successes. Adamic also, in "Dynamite" points out very
strikingly the weaknesses of the organization, but since
Adamic rather reflects revolution than evolution I do not
value his judgments nor give them as much weight as I would
Hoxie.
To quote in brief from Hoxie:
"The American Federation of Labor has both succeeded and
failed. The causes of its success may be explained largely by
its supremely adaptable and catholic character made possible by
its nontheoret ical, opportunistic, trial method and ideals, and
its loose organization. It is sufficiently broad and elastic to
have a place within itself for every form and type of organization
that has proved itself effective in the history of American
unionism.
It pretty accurately reflects within the field of its
operation the degree of unity and of community of spirit, the
extend of common problems, ideals and conditions of the workers ...
Its prime aim was to deliver the goods. And it has had extra-
ordinary fortune in the continuity and character of its leader-
ship... In short, the Amer ican Federation of labor .. while
1. S. P. Orth op, cit. p. 91
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guaranteeing to each craft autonomy in trade affairs, it can
unite then on economic grounds, smooth out their differences and
gradually educate then to closer relationship". 1.
On the other hand Hoxie says:
"Though it claims to represent the working class and
aims at universal organization, yey in more than thirty years
it has succeeded in organizing less than ten percent of the
workers. It lacks the adherence of some of the strongest and
most successful unions, such as the Railway Brotherhoods. It has
found itself unable to make headway or maintain its position in
great trust-controlled industries. It has proved unequal to
its adversary in its struggle against strong employers' associations.
It has failed to organize the unskilled workers. It has not
been able to prevent altogether predatory combinations between
employers and unions to the detriment of other organized workers.
It has failed to solve the problem of jurisdictional disputes
involving the destruction alike of the welfare of the workers
the employers and the public. It has failed to secure unanimity
and general support of its broad welfare policies, for example,
the use of union labeled goods. It seems impotent against
scientific management and advanced management with its progressive
specialization and destruction of the very essence of the craft
foundation of unionism. ".
Then he goes on to say that the two outstanding reasons
for these failures are the present capitalistic system based on
machine industry with no common standards of right, or rights and
justice which can be appealed to for securing working class better-
ment: and the failure to secure a general organization of the
workers superior in power to the emploj^ers which can control the
manipulation of labor supply. Hoxie, in fact, simmers all this
down to a "lack of practical idealism". 2.
But Hoxie finished his writings in 1916 and this is 1931.
In the light of recent developments in the field of Industrial
Democracy following the World War^ I should deduce that some
of his negative conclusions have been proved faulty by time and
evolution.
1, R.F.Hoxie, op-, cit. pp 132-133
2. Ibid. pp. 133-134
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In fact the supplement to Hoxie's book which was
added after his death, and which deals with recent tendencies
in the American Labor Movement bears this out. 1.
Contrary to Hoxie's vision, The American Federation of
Labor is extending its services to the unskilled as well as
skilled worker, and the Federal Labor Unions are composed
chiefly of unskilled workers in unclassified occupations. 2.
Carlton also says that more and more interest is being mani-
fested in the unionization of the unskilled and the Negroes
by the American Federation of Labor. In fact, the whole
organization is being changed into a federation of amalgamated
and industrial unions. 3.
Possibly the American Federation of Labor has succeeded
in organizing but a small percentage of the workers, but of the
known 4,331,251 members of unions listed in 1929, about three
fourths of these are members of the Federation, and perhaps
the reason for the large proportion of non-union workers is
due to the social philosophy of our country. Paul Gemmill says
that
:
"The shining examples of phenomenal rise from poverty
to riches coupled with the doctrine of 'always room at the
top', gave grounds for belief that good fortune lay within the
grasp of all; that class status was not fixed and there was
always a chance for the employee to become the employer." 4.
Also we find the desire for cooperation instead of for
conflict between employers and employees manifested in the
1. Ibid, see pp. 413-437
2. Handbook of American Trade Unions, P.
7
3. F. T. Carlton, op., cit., p. 82
4. P. F. Oenmill, Present Day Labor Conditions, p. 14
I
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acceptance by some employers of the union - management plan of
cooperation, as in the case of railroad shopmen of the Balti-
more and Ohio and Canadian national Railroads, which has
produced concrete results and won the good will of workers and
management; in the electrical trades; in the clay industry the
employers and unions in the Chicago District have cooperated
with the result that wages are satisfactory and bricks being
produced at the lowest prices in America, and the same is true
in the upholstery business in Hew York. 1. Also the Mitten,
or Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company is an example of where
the employers agree to cooperate with labor unions if the
employees desire. 2.
In 1925, William Green, President of the Federation
announced that "the antagonistic and hostile attitude, so
characteristic of the old order in industry must be surplanted
by a friendly relationship and a sense of obligation and
responsibility More and more organized labor is coming to
believe that its best interests are promoted through concord
rather than by conflict. It prefers the conference table to
the strike field." 3.
In "Trade Unionism", a pamphlet edited by the Council on
7/omen and Children in Industry, State of Ohio, 1925, The Ameri-
can Federation of Labor in its present status is highly praised
and states that the Federation has been the outstanding
organization in the labor movement, meeting changing conditions,
entering politics and developing a broad social program.
1. Ibid, pp. 266-267
2. W. U. Lavick, Political and Industrial Democracy, p. 301
3. William Green, Modern Trade Unionism, a pamphlet pp.6-il
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It is impossible to prove definitely whether the
American "Federation of Labor has more debits than credits
because of conflicting evidence, but it would seem, in the
light of its newer concept of its obligations and responsi-
bilities, to be taking steps toward the goal of industrial
democracy with some success.
What successes the labor unions have won during the
past forty years has been to no small degree due to the lead-
ers. Most authorities agree that American Labor has been
fortunate in its leadership.
The most famous of the labor leaders and the most
valuable in his services to the worker was Samuel Gompers
who was born in London in 1850 of Dutch-Jewish parentage.
Mr. Gompers became a worker at an early age. Ke says in
his own biography, "My father found it difficult to support
a family of six on the scanty wages of a cigarmaker, so at
the age of ten years I was placed to learn the trade of
shoemaking. But there was something about the noise of the
shop that repelled me and I was glad when my father put the
"choice" to me of continuing in the shoemaking trade or
becoming an apprentice to that of cigar making. I chose
the latter."
|i At the age of thirteen he emigrated to America and
soon after joined as an apprentice the first cigar-makers
union organized in that city. He enlisted all his ardor in
the trade union and was active in the founding of the American
1. Samuel Gompers, Seventy Years of Life and Labor,
Vol. I. pp. 17 and 18.
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Federation and the Cigar Makers 1 International Union. He
became president of the Federation in 1882 and continued,
with the exception of one year, for forty years.
The success of the organization was due largely to
his cleverness and crafty generalship. 2 .He understood the
economic and social needs of the laborer and he knew how to
deal with the capitalist. Mr. G-ompers never lost an oppor-
tunity to gain knowledge, and read intelligently in economics
and sociology
. 3 .He was a terror to the politicians and held
many threats over their heads. His scheme was "You won't
get the labor vote — unless???" These threats meant voting
must be as the Federation desired. Trained in the rough school
of experience, G-ompers became a hard-headed and practical
business man.
Orth says that the word caution best describes Gomper's
methods, and that he followed three lines of policy which were
the secret of his success, (1) he applied the Anglo-Saxon
instinct for home rule to trade-union politics, he always
advocated frugality and he insisted upon the democratic methods
of debate and referendum in reaching decisions. 1.
One of his most important functions was that of national
lobbyist for the Federation. His chief interest was the Anti-
Sherman Law as applied to labor unions and he fought for many
years to get an amendment exempting the laboring class from
that statute. Finally, during President Wilson's administration
1. S. P. Orth, op. cit., pp. 95-96
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such an act was passed - The Clayton Act - which specifically
declared labor combinations instituted for the "purpose of
mutual help and.... not conducted for profit," not to be in
restraint of trade. 1.
Gompers fought the pacifist and socialist elements at
home and abroad during the entire war, and probably his most
far reaching achievement was the contribution he made to that
portion of the treaty of peace with Germany relating to the
international organization of labor.
Orth says this is a new departure in the history of
labor for it attempts to supply international machinery for
stabilizing conditions of labor in the various signatory
countries. 2.
Too, under the guidance of Gompers, a committee began
to anticipate the national labor readjustment after the war and
prepared a constructive program based on industrial democracy.
The program ends by declaring that "The trade union movement
is unalterably and emphatically opposed. .. .to a large standing
army." 3. Thus we see the whole body of workers declaring
for machinery which is at least a gesture toward world peace
and good will.
Associated with Gompers and sometimes called "his crown
prince" was John Mitchell (1870-1919). He started work in the
coal mines at thirteen and joined the United Mine Workers of
1. Ibid., pp. 99-100
2. Ibid., pp. 106-107
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America in 1890 and nine years later was its president.
He was considered one of the most brilliant of the labor
leaders and is best known for his success in leading the
miner through the spectacular coal strike of 1902. 1.
The trade union has been the training school for the
majority of labor leaders. The successful ones have possessed
natural aptitudes for leadership, tact and justice; and
although their early education was limited they supplemented
this by careful reading and keen observation. A few have
studied law and some have attended night schools and all have
graduated from the University of Life. They knew poverty and
have been raised in the laboring class so can sympathize with
labor's point of view. 2.
Other leaders, less well known perhaps, but because
they have "done their bit" to contribute to social justice by
helping the workers stand together, should have their names
mentioned at least. Martin Fox, able leader of the iron
moulders was one of the first to sign a trade agreement in
America; James Duncan was a personality in the Granite Cutters'
Union, and names like Dennis Kays, James O'Connel, Adolph
Strasser, Thomas Kidd, Theodore Schaffer, James Lynch and
D. J. Keefe will each be remembered in the history of trade-
unionism for some outstand ing accomplishment for labor.
1. H. U. Faulkner, op. t cit., p. 595
2. S. P. Orth, op., cit., p. 122
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The Railroad Brotherhoods
The Railroad Brotherhoods, known sometimes as the Big
Four have not, as yet, joined the American Federation. As
a group they are highly spoken of and seem to have been
successful in unionism.
Geramill says that it would be hard to find in the
whole field of labor a more intelligent or better disci-
plined group of workers than those composing the four great
railroad brotherhoods. 1.
Hoxie states that the Railway Brotherhoods deserve
separate consideration because railway unionism had been
the stronghold of the idea and practice of independent,
unaffiliated trade or craft unionism, and pure trade-
unionism has among these unions had its greatest success
and clearest exemplification. Here we can see, he says,
most clearly what trade unionism means in spirit and
results. 2.
Orth says that the solidarity and statesmanship
of the trade unions reached perfection in the railway
"Brotherhoods" .... No other union has had a more con-
tinuous and hardheaded leadership, and no other has won
1, P. F. Geramill, op. cit. p 26.
2. R .P. Hoxie op. cit. pp 105-106
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more universal respect both from the public and from the
employer, and Harlow writes that the Brotherhoods for
years were made up of highly skilled, intelligent and
conservative men. 1. and 2.
The railway brotherhoods are among the oldest
organizations of labor in the country, The Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers dating from 1863, and the Order of
Railroad Conductors from 1868. Originally both of these
organizations and Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and
Engine-men, founded in 1873, were benevolent and temperence
societies rather than labor unions. The engineers, in fact,
still have a real Brotherhood according to Orth, - M a
feudal brotherhood re-establishing the medieval gild
paternalism so that each member is responsible for every
other and all are responsible for each." 3.
The youngest of the railway labor organizations is the
Brotherhood of Trainmen, organized in 1883, But all these
organizations have always maintained their position and so
thoroughly controlled their field that no question of
jurisdiction or dual unionism has arisen.
1. S. P. Orth. op. cit. p. 134
2. R.V.Harlow, op. cit. p. 602
3. S. P. Orth. op. cit. p. 140
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The objectives of these four brotherhoods are so
similar that I shall sum them up by quoting Hoxie, - one
representing all:
"The interests of the employer and employee being
coordinate, the aim of the organization will be cooperation
and the cultivation of amicable relations with the employer
and to submit questions of difference to arbitration when
an agreement cannot otherwise be reached, and to guarantee
the fulfillment of every contract made in its name by the
use of every power vested in it ... The purpose of this
organization shall be to combine the interests of its
members, elevate their social, moral and intellectual
standing; and to guard their financial interests, and
promote their general welfare". 1.
Also, Hoxie' s description of their type and function
is well summarized as follows :
"The Brotherhoods rest on the trade or craft basis,
but structurally they tend to be more complicated than the
ordinary union. Their discipline is stricter and their
government more centralized. Their membership is made up
of relatively skilled, specialized, and highly paid
workers; They are highly exclusive and conservative in
attitude and method; They refuse to join other unions in
coercing employers; they stand for business methods -
collective bargaining, trade agreements mutually helpful
to employers and employees, sacredness of contract, end
no strikes if possible to avoid them; they have strong
treasuries which make them powerful with employers, and
they stand for a relatively high development of union
insurance . . Within the craft group they are highly al-
truistic and idealistic and exhibit no consciousness of
a working class and working-class interest. They are
middle-class in their view point. Thus they represent the
essential characteristics of trade unionism. There can
be no doubt that the brotherhoods have succeeded in large
measure. 2.
At first the Brotherhoods operated by railway systems
1. R.P.Hoxie op, cit. p. 110
2. Ibid pp. 110-111
-
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or as individual orders. Later they united into districts
and in 19}.2 the cooperation of all the Brotherhoods in the
United States on all the railway systems was effected.
As to their social significance, for their own groups
they have accomplished much in the way of federal legislation
pertaining to arbitration and labor conditions in interstate
carriers, and they competently take care of their sick and
otherwise disabled men by insurance as well as pensioning those
retired from service. Intellectual and social interests are
maintained also by lecture courses, study clubs and women*
s
auxiliaries. 1.
They desire cooperation rather than conflict and
emphasise collective bargaining and trade agreement, the tools
of modern trades unionism, rather than the strike, whenever
possible. In their constitution and objectives, they strive
for the welfare of the employer as well as employee. 2. They
could go one step further and include the general public, but
perhaps this is too much to expect as yet.
All these signs then, point to progress and the hope
for attaining in the future still greater social well being for
the many rather than the chosen few.
One reason for the success of this organization, like
many others, has been due to the efficient leaders, - a few
of which will be mentioned, and also to the rather centralized
type of organization which has worked out well in this case.
There is a Grand International Division which includes a
1. S.P. Orth, op. cit, p. 139 and p 161.
2. See pp. 82-86 Hand book of American Trade-Unions
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bargaining and an insurance organization, the Executive Committee,
Merged General Standing Committee of Adjustment, Standing General
Committee of Adjustment, Standing Local Committee of Adjustment,
Subdivision or Lodge, and Legislative Board. Supreme authority-
rests with the Grand International Division. The President is
the Grard Chief who decides all controversies which may be
appealed from the different local Divisions. 1.
The most outstanding men connected with the Brotherhoods
are the following, - P.M.Arthur, a Scot who came to America in
his boyhood and after learning the blacksmith and machinist
trade, soon changed to railroading. He rose from a humble r>iace
on the road to engineer on the New York Central lines. He became
a charter member of the Brotherhood, was elected to the chief-
tainship and for thirty years he maintained his prestige as a
national figure in the labor field. He was neither an agitator
nor a visionary, but succeeded in securing better wages and hours
for his mer through his skill and shrewdness as a negotiator. 2.
His successor was Warren S. Stone, a man of marked
executive talent who later played a tremendous role in labor
politics. He came from the West and had a reputation there for
sound sense. He graduated from a high school and started his
railroad career as fireman at nineteen. At twenty-four he be-
came an engineer and worked nineteen years on the Rock Island
road - then accepted the chieftainship of the Brotherhood. He
won for the workers the principle of standardization and a
minimum wage for the engineers. 3. Too, he is largely responsible
1. R.^.Hoxie, op. cit, p. 108
2. S.P.Orth, op. cit, p. 143
3. Ibid, p. 144
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for the establishment of the labor banking movement which he
evolved in the form of a Brotherhood bank in the Brotherhood's
building in Cleveland, Ohio. The bank was opened in November
1920 with Stone as president, and it was so successful that
the idea spread to other labor unions throughout the country.
Other successful leaders of the brotherhoods were Edgar
E. Clark and Austin B. Garretson of the Order of Railway Con-
ductors; Eugene V. Debs, Prank Arnold, Frank Sargent, and
William 3. Carter who were president} in the order mentioned,
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen; and
P.H.Morrissey and '"illiam G. Lee of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen.
During the World \nar the Brotherhoods laid before the
congressional committee a plan for the government ownership
and joint operation of the roads, known as the Plumb Plan from
the name of their council who drew it up. It wp.s approved by
the American Federation of Labor, but the roads were returned
to their owners on March 1, 1920.
In February 1920 Congress passed the Esch-Cumrnings Act
which called for the creation of a Railway Labor Board of nine
members to be appointed by the President, three from the employers
three from the employees, and three from the public. They were
to provide for certain new arrangements supposed to be helpful
to railway labor. But the Labor Board, thus far, has failed
to satisfy anyone, - employers, owners, or the public.
There are many other organizations of transportation
workers aside from those mentioned in the Brotherhoods. Generally
speaking, those covering operation and administration are in-
1. The Labor Banking Movement, The Industrial Relations Sec
Princeton University
,
p.9-20
2. R.V.Harlow, op,cit. p. 305
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dependent, while the American Federation of Labor includes
the unions of maintenance and shop work, and there are yet
others affiliated with neither of these.
The Industrial Workers of the World.
Ho labor history would be complete without slight
reference to revolutionary trade unionism. It will be
remembered that a small group of radicals withdrew from the
Knights of Labor because they favored the securing of objectives
by direct action in opposition to the idealist faction. After
the decadence of this older type of industrial union, the Knights
of Labor, several conditions manifested themselves which now in
retrospect appear to have encouraged the violent militants who
call themselves the Industrial Workers of the World. The first
impetus was the rise and growth of syndicalism which appeared
in Europe at the end of the ninteenth century and had its
roots in both socialism and anarchism, - two contradictory
philosophies.
The syndicalists believed in "Direct Action" and purposed
to give their whole time and energy to the struggle in the
economic field, the real battle ground of capital and labor.
They completely repudiated politics and the state as a means
to an end. They considered the old time trades-union as weak
and inefficient because it had not realized its potentialities
and they aimed to reorganize the unions on an industrial basis;
small craft unions were to amalgamate into an industrial union
comprising both skilled and unskilled workers. 1.
1. J.S.Shapiro, Modern and Contemporary European History
pp. 579-580
t
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The strike and sabotage were to be the weapons for con-
flict. A strike was to be general, - all the workers in an
industry were to take part. Class solidarity was to be em-
phasized rather than a craft union, and class war was to be
encouraged. "Poor work for poor pay" was a motto. In France
this movement was most active and popular with the trade unions,
and from there the idea spread over Europe and into the United
States, where it found fertile soil among the radicals.
The second condition which gave syndicalism a hold in
the United States was the increased number of casual laborers,
called the "hobo miners", the "hobo lumberjacks" and the
"blanket stiffs." These drifters who because of their
irresponsibility and their hostility toward society became
easy victims to the industrial organizer. Also the great
mass of unskilled workers in the factory towns proved equally
tempting to the I .W.W.propagandist • 1.
The Industrial Workers of the World proclaimed that its
coming was due to the failure of the labor unions. They
critisized the methods and the ultimate purpose of the labor
movement in general.
Thus the new organization was formed at Chicago, 111.
July 1905 at a conference instigated chiefly by the Western
Federation of Miners and the American Labor Union. Represented
in the conference were also the Socialist Trades and Labor
Alliances, the United Brotherhood of Railway Employees, and
sixteen American Federation of Labor unions who were in
1. S.P.Orth, op, cit., 189-191
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sympathy with the movement
.
To quote from the Handbook of American Trade Unions
:
"Discord over the question of political action resulted
in 1906 in the withdrawal of the Western Federation of Miners
from the I.W.W. and in 1908 in a division of the organization
into two factions. Bach side continued to function as the
I.W.W, the seceding element, which was the exponent of
socialistic party activities, establishing headquarters in
Detroit, Michigan.
In 1915, the Detroit faction gave up the title "I.W.W. 11
and became the Workers International Industrial Union. This
group went out of existence in 1924 and turned its records
and properties over to the Socialist Labor Party. The Chicago
faction continues as the Industrial Workers of the World." 1,
The objectives of this union, ?/hose history is embellished
by warfare, conflict and "dynamite" can best be told by quoting
directly from the preamble of their constitution:
"The working class and the employing class have nothing
in common. There can be no peace so long as hunger and want
are found among millions of the working people, and the few
who make up the employing class , have all the good things of
life. Between these two classes a struggle must go on until
the workers of the world organize as a class, take possession
of the earth and the machinery of production, and abolish the
wage system. We find the centering of the management of in-
dustries into fewer and fewer hands makes the trade unions
unable to cope with the ever growing power of the employing
class. The trade unions foster a state of affairs which allows
one set of workers to be pitted against another in the same
industry .... They aid the employing class to mislead the
workers into the belief that the working class have interests
in common with their employers
We must ascribe on our banner the revolutionary watchword,
"abolition of the wage system. It is the historic mission of
the working class to do away with capitalism .... By organizing
industrially we are forming the structure of the new society
within the shell of the old". 2.
Also the manifesto which called the I.W.W. into being
states that:
"There is no silver lining to the clouds of darkness and
1. See Handbook of American Trade Unions, p. 217
2. Helen !£arot, American Labor Unions, p. 50
oil!-
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despair settling down upon a world of labor. This industrial
system offers only a perpetual struggle for slight relief from
wage slavery. It is blind to the possibility of establishing
an industrial democracy, wherein there shall be no wage slavery,
but where the workers will own the tools which they operate
and the product of which they alone should enjoy." 1.
These aims are, of course, not new to society. Whether
this branch of organized labor will succeed in attaining its
objectives remains for the future to answer.
Public opinion has great weight as a socializing factor and
is hostile in the United States to any anti-social or revolu-
tionary movement, therefore, it would seem that syndicalism,
as such, has made very little headway openly in this country.
The very nature of its members, chiefly itinerant harvest
hands, lumber workers and the bitter disappointed social out-
casts, who furnish the least organizable element in industry,
is not conclusive to permanence nor strength of organization.
Helen Marot says that the I.W.W.holds the uncontested
place of friend of the industrial outcast, the unemployed, and
the unemployable. She also says that it is not surprising
that this organization does not report a highly developed
organization for its revolutionary program was met by capital
and the courts with unrelenting opposition. Its agitation
aroused workers to sudden and unexpected revolt in various
parts of the country. Its free speech fights brought it into
conflict and its attacks on the trades-union movement developed
______
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factional disputes. It is impossible to predict its future". 1.
However, Carlton tries to soften the prevailing predju-
dice against the I.W.W. by explaining:
"The much-abused and much feared I.W.W. is composed
largely of men whose instincts for family life, the acquisition
of property, for contrivance or workmanship and for self
assertion have been inhibited. The great group of migratory
or nomadic workers have lost the incentives which places
emphasis on workmanlike qualities. They are drifting, rootless
workers who are hostile to employers and organized society
and to the ideo.ls which the more conservative type of workmen
blessed with home ties and a stake in life hold in high esteem.
It is too much to expect men to act conservatively and accord-
ing to customary procedure when they have little or no oppor-
tunity for the normal expression of human desires." 2.
Estey sees a more radical future for the whole labor
movement, and writes:
W A reformation of the wage system begins to seem hope-
less, and instead, its abolition looms as the one step necessary
for the economic salvation of the working classes. Thus in-
dustrial unionism will tend to be the left wing of the labor
movement. More particularly the abolition of craft skill im-
plied in the spread of scientific management methods, with its
ideal of a laboring class learning its jobs in a couple of
days, seems likely to make the whole labor movement both more
unified and more radical". 3.
Mary Beard says that the I.W.W. are put in the class of
"outlawed" labor organizations. Then she adds;
"It cannot be said, however, that the ideas which they
supported were without effect. The Plumb plan for government
ownership of the railways and the management by the organized
workers and practical experiments in management sharing within
big plants bore traces of "industrial democracy." 4.
The names that are best known as being linked with the
Industrial Workers of the World are those of Eugene V. Debs
and William D. Haywood. Whether these men are criminals or
heroes depends upon one's own interpretation of and intelli-
gence concerning the class struggle!
1. Ibid. p. 64
2. Carlton op. cit., pp 90-91
3. J. A. Estey, The Labor Problem p. 35.
4. Mary Beard, A Short History of the American Labor
Movement, p. 149
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Whether industrial unionism will tend toward conciliation
and ally with the Federation of Labor, or become more militant
and join with the Industrial Workers of the World may be a
question, but as Estey says,-
"On the face of it, industrial unions seem more fitted to
cope with the realities of modern industry than are the older
forms. Their structure more nearly parallels the structure of
capitalism. They make it impossible for employers to bargain with
their workers piecemeal. They make strikes more effective by
including all the workers of the plant. They abolish jurisdic-
tional disputes by abolishing the separate jurisdictions and they
help to meet the menace of the semi-skilled and unskilled worker
by bringing them into the union and imposing its standards upon
them.
The logic of these facts has forced industrial unionism
in a more or less modified form upon considerable areas of the
labor movement. This appears partly in the American Federation
of Labor, partly in certain particular industries, and in its
most complete form in the organization of the I.W.W."1.
There are, of course other labor organizations which I
shall not mention in this thesis. The Handbook of American
Trade-unions for 1929 prints a membership of 820,824 including
the I.W.W. But these are not of sufficient importance indivi-
dually to warrant special attention here.
As to the organization of women, - Marot says that there
are no figures separating the membership of unions according to
sex; all alike are wage earners in statistical reports. The
American Federation of Labor in its pledge of membership requires
that no discrimination shall be made on account of sex, creed, or
color in the local or federal unions directly dependent on the
National Executive Council. 2.
The national unions of the Federation differ in their
attitude toward women, and some discriminate where men and women
1.Estey, Op. cit, p. 36
2. H. Marot, op, cit., p. 65
t
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do the same type of work in one locality, but this discrimination
is negligible. 1«
One reason why there are more men than women members is
because there is still the problem of unionising the unskilled
worker; and as the mass of women workers are in that class, - the
problem is that of organization. 2.
The emancipation of women, too, is comparatively recent
and women are as yet discouraged from taking an active part in
the executive affairs of the unions because the men are not eager
to trust office holding to women, and the women themselves lack the
courage and determination to overcome the prevailing attitude
that women are unfit to assume executive responsibility. 3.
Beard says that the first national union to admit women
on equal terms with men was the International Typographical Union
in 1869. The first women's strike occured in 1828, and altho
this was followed by spirited struggles against wage cuts and for
a ten-hour day, there was little organization until 1880. 4.
"A great impetus towards women's unions and women's
participation in men's unions - such as we see today in the power-
ful International Ladies Garment Workers Union - was given by
the Women's Trade Union League formed first in New York City and
then developed into a national organization in 1903 with head-
quarters at Chicago,"
To quote from Beard 5. Women and children in industry com-
prises a special study by itself.
Employers Association.
Hoxie says that the social problem of unionism cannot be
understood without considering the other factor in the fight for
IT Ibid. p. 66
2. Ibid. p. 67
3. Ibid. p. 68
4. I/I. Beard, op. cit. p. 97
5. Ibid. p. 97
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social rights and social welfare, - the employer.
The employers banded together in associations first for
defense. As the unions arose earlier in defense of their economic
and social status as craftsmen opposing the new industrial or-
ganization, so the employers associations arose later, in defense
of their economic right as the employer of labor, when unionism
had so developed that it was stronger than the individual em-
ployer. This occurred roughly between the time of the formation
of the American Federation of Labor and the demonstration of its
strength about 1902. 1.
There were employers organizations before this time, as the
Master Cordwainers were organized in 1739, but the aim of these
early organizations seemed to be to raise prices rather than to
reduce wages. But as the unions grew in strength, the masters
sought to "break them up altogether root and branch". They
advertised for new workmen; they agreed among themselves to
resist high wage scales and united in appealing to the courts
for aid against employees" "conspiracies in restraint of trade". 2.
These associations began as defensive and fighting organi-
zations with no sympathy for labor, and from that day to this
the struggle between capital and labor has been characterized by
conflict.
All the authorities consulted seem to agree that the
employers' association is merely one form of organization of
capitalists or employers, and that it was established for the
sole purpose of fighting the labor organizations.
Hoxie claims that both structurally and functionally the
1. R .F. Hoxie op. cit. p. 201
2. M.Beard, op. cit. p. 26
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the employers' associations offer a striking parallelism to the
trade union organizations. Local and national employers 1 asso-
ciations have appeared simultaneously with local and national
orders of wage earners. 1.
The first organizations were in large cities where conditions
of production and competition were similar and where the employers
felt a community of interests. There were few in the North until
after the revival of business during the Civil War. While the
local trades-unions had little power, the purpose of these
associations of employers were social and educational as well as
for obtaining legislat ional advantages for a particular trade or
to limit competition by the regulation of prices. 2.
As unions became stronger, employers began to suffer through
the demands of unions, the strikes, and consequent unsettling of
business. Then the employers associations began to discuss
means of restraining unions and gradually subordinated other
business to consider the labor problem. The first association
formed to offset labor organization was in the building trades.
The Master Masons of Albany, New York, in 1871 agreed not to pay
the wages fixed by the local union. 3.
The method of arbitrating the wage scale fortunately was
in vogue a little later for we find a strike, in 1884, of Brick-
layers in New York City settled by the employers forming an
association and submitting the question to arbitration. In fact
the constitution of the employers stated that its object was
"to arbitrate differences and so avoid the great evil of strikes
which unsettled business and drive capital into other fields for
l7~R.F.Hoxie, op. cit. p. 188
2. J.H.Hollander and J.Barnett, Studies in American Trade
Unionism,
|
. 186
3. Ibid. p. 187
Or
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investment". 1.
Continued strikes forced amalgamation, as for example, - in
Chicago between 1895-1900 a series of strikes in the building
trades obliged the employers to take concerted action and the
Carpenters and Builders Associations, Master plumbers, Master
Steam Fitters and Master Painters, fifteen associations in all,
formed the Building Contractors Council. In 1903, in Hew York,
a Building Trades Employers Association was formed for the same
reason,- a strike of 10,000 carpenters. 2.
But the employers' associations are of two types, even as
the trade-unions. There are those which aim to be conciliatory
and others which are militant and bitterly opposed to unionism.
Eoxie describes the types and functions of the various
associations as follows:
"As a counterpart to similar trade-unions, there are local,
state and national federa ions of employers as the Chicago
Smployers' Association, The Illinois Manufacturers Association,
and The national Association of Manufacturers, ^here the unions
have developed an industrial type of organization, the employers
have their local, district or national industrial associations.
The local Newspaper Publishers' Association, the Illinois Coal
Operators, and the Interstate Coal Operators are in point.
Finally, as a counter-organization to the general labor union,
there are general alliances and citizens' associations.
From standpoint of function, business unionism is paralleled
by a type of employers' association, represented by the Stove
Founders Association which aims at collective bargaining and the
stability of conditions obtained .through it." 3.
This type of association recognizes labor organizations to
be legitimate and seeks to work more or less in harmony with them,
but aims to check the abuses and excesses of organized labor. 4.
1. Ibid. p. 187
2. Ibid, p, 187
3. Ibid. p. 187
4. F.T.Carlton, op. cit., p. 95

The national Civic Federation is an important private
association, not strictly an employers association but generally
regarded as such, devoted to the promotion of industrial peace
and thus is a counterpart to uplift unionism.
The class of organizations hostile to organized labor is
represented by national bodies as the National Association of
Manufacturers organized in 1895, the national Council for
Industrial Defense organized in 1907, the League for Industrial
Rights, the 1'etal Trades Association, and by city associations,
of employers or "citizen alliances". The national Industrial
Conference Board is also classed as hostile to labor organizations
and the United Steel Corporation is listed as a "union smashing"
association. 1.
These militant associations are the "revolutionary" type
among the employers, as Hoxie says. They use professional strike
breakers, spies, and pickets, black lists, lockouts, and fake
unions to meet the unions strike, boycott, union label and
pickett. They fight any type of labor organization which has
teeth, not merely the Industrial Workers of the Torld, but they
are opposed to the American Federation of Labor as well. 2.
The following beliefs, then, summarize the attitudes of the
militant type of employers' associations. They are: That a
natural harmony of interests prevails in society and therefore
the unions are to be restrained when they use coercive methods;
that the employers' interests are always identical with the in-
terests of society and therefore unionism is to be condemned
whenever it interferes with their interests; that the interests
1. Ibid, pp. 96-97
2. Ibid, p. 96
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of the worker and employer are harmonious, and therefore when
the unions oppose the employer they are misled, that the
employer gives work to the laborers and therefore they are un-
grateful and immoral when they oppose him; that the employer has
an absolute right to manage his own business which is an absolute
property right of his; that to compel him to bargain with the
men collectively, instead of as individuals is compelling him to
deal with men not in his employ and outside workers are to be
condemned when they act in sympathy with his employees; that
every worker has a right to work when, where, and for whom he
pleases; that free competition is always in the interests of
society; that the greatest possible production is always in the
interest of society, and the union is to be condemned whenever it
interferes with this; that the lav/, courts, and police represent
absolute and impartial rights and justice, and therefore the
unions are to be condemned whenever they violate the law or
oppose the police.
Thus we see that both the unions and employers feel that
they have social and economic rights which they insist on obtain-
ing. But Koxie asks what is meant by social rights and what is
the meaning of social welfare? Is there any more basis for the
employers claim to rights than the employees? Why shouldn't it
be a fifty-fifty proposition?
Neither capital nor labor, as yet, can do without the other.
Sir Henry Thornton of the Canadian National Railways, who defends
union membership both as a right and a necessity says,
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"The worker no less than the capitalist is an investor.
The latter invests his money and the former invests his only
resource - his labor. The capitalist endeavors to make invest-
ments which are safe and permanent. The same motive actuates the
worker; his chief desire is to secure employment which is con-
tinuous and which will bring to him a sufficient reward to enable
him to live in comfort and decency and to educate his children
as self-respecting members of society. In this laudable ambition
he should win the good wishes of all, and this seems to be the
common ground upon which labor and capital can meet. Therefore,
collective bargaining is just as essential to the welfare of the
employee as associations of capital are necessary to the in-
vestor." 1.
Capital and labor must work together for the common good
and develop a social consciousness and social standards. There
still exists the old error and philosophy of the employers that
whatever has been is normal and right and whatever is becoming
is abnormal and wrong. 2. Because employers have in the past
decided upon that which determined social right and welfare and
have been able to act f/ so and so", therefore they still believe
it is "natural, God-given, normal and right" for them to so
continue in the future. But as Hoxie points out, because the
workers are only just beginning to be able, or are striving to
be "able to act so and so", the employers feel it is unnatural,
abnormal and wrong.
To quote from Hoxie again;
"Social rights exist only as confirmed by society. Their
historical basis is in the power of the individual or the class.
On this basis unions have the right to interfere with the
employers' business when they can. If we seek a rational basis
it lie^ in expediency. Society can curtail it whenever it sees
fit." 3.
The aims of society can never be fixed and unchangeable,
nor can there be a set standard as to what is good for all, for
under some conditions the greatest good may mean one thing, and
1. P.F.G-emmill, op. cit., p. 281
2. R.F.Hoxie, op, cit, p. 199
3. R.F.Hoxie op, cit, p. 200
<
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under other conditions, entirely different things may be desirable . 1
.
So we are thrown back for the sanction of rights to the social
will and every group or class can have its rights in proportion to
its power to enforce its claim.
Hoxie says that this insistence upon "rights" by employers
and unionists is pretty much in the air; it means practically
an attempt to "bluff" society into helping each group to get what
it wants for its own good.
But, according to Carlton, up to 1920, it seemed clear to
students of the labor situation that the program of the militant
associations had proved a failure, and the employers associations
that were willing to honestly cooperate and work with the unions
or with virile shop committees had the brightest future. 2.
Hoxie thinks that the employers associations are stronger
potentially than any union movement can be as long as the unions
lack the solidarity for a class movement. There are of course
still thousands of unorganized workers who are willing to accept
the employers terms or are satisfied with company unions. However,
he feels that the employers' association movement in its fight on
unionism is becoming modified and has potentialities for develop-
ing social consciousness and social standards. 3.
Thus we find that a study of the social significance of the
labor union in the United States must include a supplementary
> study also of the social significance of the employers' organiza-
tions for they are interdependent. In fact the present crisis
experience, which I shall discuss later, is the story and result
of inherited distrust and hatred from the past on the part of
1. Blackmar and 3- i lien, Oullines of Sociology, pp. 404-405
2. F.T.Carlton, op, cit, p. 100
3. R.F. Hoxie, op. cit, p. 204
-
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"both capital and labor. Until recently they have failed to see
that they need the support of each other for their mutual good,-
both social and economic.
Since the contest between unionism and the employers'
association has been largely one concerned with the legal rights
of employers and workers, it will be necessary to touch upon the
legal status of unionism and the legal striving of both organiza-
tions. This will, in part, describe the social problems of labor
unionism and give the most tangible evidence of the labor unions'
social significance.
The Status of Organized Labor with the Law.
Labor organizations have had much to do with the legislation
which relates to labor and the establishment of some very vital
principles affecting, not only labor itself, but the general
welfare of the public. A brief account of labor legislation,
therefore, very naturally follows the account of labor organiza-
tions.
There is no doubt that organized unionists have been able to
change economic and social conditions through legislative means,
although it would be difficult to prove absolutely how much pro-
tective legislation for employees has been the direct result of
the trades-union for sometimes state social legislation has been
the result of philanthropic movements or even the employers. The
benefits that have fallen to the workers also are not measurable.
Gemmill writes that although the American Federation of Labor
has not, with few exceptions, taken part in political contests by
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definitely allying itself with a specific political party, it
has frequently endorsed individual candidates who have shown
themselves to "be in sympathy with the aims and methods of union-
ism. The boycott, too, has been used against enemy candidates,
-
friends of labor and unionists have been asked to work: and vote
against them. 1.
On such subjects as immigration, child labor, and working-
men's compensation, the Federation leaders have often expressed
themselves, and have sent skilled lobbyists to Washington and
state capitals. These representatives have not only presented
labor's attitude toward desirable and undesirable legislation,
but have sought to impress upon the law makers the disastrous
consequences that would befall not only the country, but the
legislators themselves, should they fail to act in accordance
with the wishes of organized labor. 2. The unionists have
followed the lead of the capitalists in thus trying to influence
legislation.
One example of the unions success in this line is the
passage of the present immigration law which excludes at least
two-thirds of the number of European competitors that used to
arrive annually in America. 3.
The most important legislative measures advanced by the
Executive Council of the American Federation and its state organi
zations apply to the defense of labor organization and labor
union tactics. During 1913-1914, the National Executive Council
worked to secure a federal statute which would exempt unions from
classification under the Sherman Anti-trust law as combinations
1. P.23.Gemmill, op. cit. p. 191
2. Ibid. p. 191
3. Ibid. p. 191
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in restraint of trade
.
The American Federation has also included in its legislative
program measures affecting the interests of certain classes of
workers. One of the most important measures of this kind v/as
the Seaman »s Bill, which provided for greater safety at sea,
against involuntary servitude, the increase of a ship*s crew,
and a standard of seamanship. 1.
Another class of legislation promoted by the Federation
relates directly to increasing the democratic control of the
government; direct legislation through popular initiative and
referendum, the recall of officials, the popular election of
judges, the elimination of difficulties in the amendment of
the federal constitution.
Legislative measures to improve directly the economic
conditions of labor have not been of such vital concern to the
unions as measures affecting their organization. For the
improvement of their economic status they rely on their collec-
tive bargaining and trade agreements.
The following is a representative list of enactments
which the Legislative committee of the Federation has been able
at different times to secure.
From a record of the Fifty-ninth Congress
:
"Employers* liability act secured Immigration laws
amended and strengthened. Law limiting rail-road mens*
hours of labor to sixteen in any one day enacted. Federal
investigation of industrial conditions among working women
and children ordered. Amendments to Chinese Exclusion law
Tl H. Marot, op., cit., p. 170
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defeated. Ship subsidy and conscription defeated. Anti-
compulsory pilotage proposition defeated." 1.
Prom a record of First session of Seventieth Congress:
"Measure passed providing for the erection of a
monument to Samuel Gompers. Child labor law for the
District of Columbia. May one of each year designated
as Child Health Day. Law passed providing for the con-
struction and repair of buildings at United States army
posts. Workmen's compensation law for the District of
Columbia. Measure providing for differential in pay for
night work in postal service. Law for increasing salaries
of Federal employes. Amendment to imigration law of 1924
to unite families. Compensation of employees in the
customs service. Laws adjusting the compensation of
immigrant inspectors. Provision for flood control. Reduced
postal rates. Law granting allowances for rent, fuel, light
and equipment to postmasters of the fourth class . Retire-
ment benefits for certain army officers. Measure passed for
raising salaries of judges. Provision for the erection of
the Gorgas Memorial Laboratory." 2.
The legislative program of the state branches represent
ing one year»s work, 1912-1913, gives an idea of the extent of
legislation and the type of demands which the Federation is
making in different states in the country. I will quote a few
of these laws which were supported by the state federations
and reported to The American Federationist at the end of that
year •
"Workingmens * Compensation Laws were enacted in Iowa,
Minnesota, West Virginia, Texas, Montana, Ohio and Oregon;
Illinois redrafted a Compensation Law, Kansas amended its law.
In California, a comprehensive Workingmens' Compensation
Insurance and Safety Act will supersede the enactments which
were In force. Vermont created a commission to investigate
the subject and legalized compensation acts.
Employers' Liability, Liability laws were passed in
Florida and Arkansas. In Maine, it was provided that when
contributory negligence is pleaded in case of fatal accidents,
the burden of proof shall rest upon the defendant
.
Health and sanitary Laws were enacted in several states
1. Legislative Achievements of American Federation of Labor,
American Federation of Labor, Washington, D. C. p. 7.
1. Ibid., pp. 23-24
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In iowa, frosted glasses for a locomotive were made a legal
requirement. In Montana, the heating of vestibules of
street cars was provided for. ....Furnishing of seats in
certain industries was required in Arkansas. New York
established as a division of the Department of Labor a
department of Industrial Hygiene.... California provided for
the sanitation and inspection of Labor Camps.
Safety Devices for the protection of workers and
consummers were passed In several states, such as the Pull
Crew Laws of California, New York, and Arkansas ... .Minnesota
made it compulsory to report accidents in certain industries
and the use of certain safety devices.... Massachusetts re-
quired safety devices on street cars." 1.
These are but a few of the laws , others deal with
Convict Labor, Loan Shark Evils, Mining, Eight-Hour Day, Hours
for Women, Mother's Pensions, Minimum Wage, Child Labor, Semi-
monthly Payment of Wages, Trades Disputes, conciliation and
Arbitration Boards, State Bureaus of Labor, and Anti-injunction.
Among the most important items of legislation pending in
the present Congress is Senate Bill 2,497 "to define and limit
the jurisdiction or courts sitting in equity", commonly referred
to as the anti-injunction bill. This bill represents unfulfilled
promises made by both the major political parties, and on its
fate is said to hinge one or the "most controverted American
labor problems or a generation." 2.
The ulayton Act, passed in 1914, and due in part to the
ceaseless efforts of Samuel Gompers, working in behalf of organ-
ized labor, stated that the "labor of a human being is not a
commodity or article of commerce." The pov/er to issue injunctions
in case of labor disputes was supposed to be limited because
among other things, no person or persons shall be restrained
1. H. Marot, op; cit ; pp. 175-179
2. Wayne Card, "Injunction in Labor Disputes", Current History,
XXXIII (March, 1931). p. 829
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by injunction "from doing any act or thing which might
lawfully be done in the absence of such dispute by a
party thereto." 1.
President Wilson, who signed the Act, wrote as follow-
ing to Representative Underwood:
"Incidentally justice has been done to the laborer.
His labor is no longer to be regarded as if it were merely an
inanimate object of commerce disconnected with the fortunes
and happiness of living human being to be dealt with as an
object of sale and barter." 2.
Samuel Gompers, himself, said that he was not such
a novice as to believe all of labors* difficulties with the
judiciary were ended, but he did think it was the best avail-
able tool at the time to correct the abuse of the injunction.
He was given the pen with which the bill was signed and had
it framed with others which had been used to sign historic
documents in favor of labor." 3.
The Clayton ^cts, however, did not change in any material
way the laws relating to conspiracy, and function only within
Federal jurisdiction. Several states, however, have enacted
laws quite similar to this federal act.
The Clayton Act did not go far enough, and because the
law is archaic and antiquated in view point; absolutistic and
individualistic rather than socialized, and uncertain because
of different interpretations, 4. by 1923, the futility of the
Clayton Act was fully demonstrated and labor succeeded in
getting injunction planks into the platform of both major
parties again. 5.
1. F. T. Carlton, op, cit., p. 190
2. S. Gompers, op., cit. Vol. II, p. 298.
3. Ibid., p. 298
4. R. F. Hoxie, op, cit., pp. 217-218
5. W. Gard, op., cit., p. 833.
*
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The anti-injunction bill before The Senate at present
defines the public policy of the United States toward labor
organizations; declares unenforceable the "yellow dog" con-
tract, by which workers who join a union lose their jobs;
prohibits the issuing of Federal injunctions against striking,
joining a union, paying strike benefits, aiding strikers,
giving publicity to labor disputes, or peaceably assembling;
limits the liability of union officers, restricts in various
ways the procedure of Federal courts in granting injunctions
in labor disputes, and extends the right of trial by jury on
charges of contempt of court. 1.
There seems to be a serious issue over the misuse of
the injunction. .President William Greene of the American
Federation of Labor declares, "I know of no procedure in
America that is fanning the flame of discontent to a greater
degree than this misuse of the equity power". Also, as far
back as 1924, warnings were given the American Bar Association
by George Wharton Pepper on "The growing bitterness of organ-
ized labor toward the Federal courts, a bitterness which if un-
checked, may easily develop into a revolutionary sentiment." 2.
Gemmill, also, writes that the growing use of judicial
injunctions in industrial disputes is another source of anxiety
to union leaders. The injunction was originally to protect
property from irreparable damage during a strike or boycott, but
it has been misused. Union workers and officials have at times
been forbidden by court order to urge non-unionists to join a
1. Ibid, p. 833
2. Ibid, p. 833
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union, to picket, to publish information regarding the process
of a strike, to pay strike benefits or to perform any other
act, which in the sight of the court might seem to lead to
undesirable results : The working people have lost confidence
in the integrity of the courts and feel that courts and police
are usually on the side of the employer in an industrial
dispute, 1«
The injunction can bring the strike machinery to a
stop and hence the unions lose one means of disciplining the
militant employers and forcing them to terms. On the other
hand, the equally potent ammunition of the employer is not
legally forbidden, as the blacklist and the lockout are legal.
Thus we see an unequal conflict between capital and labor, with
the major advantages on the side of capital.
As Marot says, labor has the disadvantage because
practically all advances won by labor in every new field must
necessarily coerce capital and therefore directly and indirectly
restrain interstate commerce. Under such circumstances labor
union measures, because of the law, become conspiracies. 2.
Thus we see that while the wage earner has been able to
influence state and national legislatures, and it will later be
shown that he has made distinct progress in his dealings with
his employer, his experience and status with the judiciary is
unfortunate. This is due to the facts already mentioned, but
Hoxie summarizes the situation very well when he says:
"The law as interpreted by the courts is in effect a
1. P. E. Gemmill. op., cit., p. 17
2. H. Marot, op., cit., p. 170.
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series of logical deductions from a set of basic premises
or principles. When it fails to satisfy the demands of
justice it is not usually "because the court is biased but
because logical deductions from a set of fixed absolutistic
principles cannot meet the needs of developing social ideals
and relationships. In general, the courts through their
unchallenged right to interpret the meaning and constitution
ality of law which is based upon the assumption of a natural
order and absolute natural rights, as ia expressed in the
common law, which is itself a creation of the courts, and as
confirmed by written constitutions, have much more actual
power in determining the rights and legal status of labor and
the employers than the legislatures and the people.
The law reflects the relations of handicraft industry,
has no conception of modern industrial conditions, nor of
their inevitable consequences, and no modes of dealing with
them except by prohibition, it has no comprehension of a
machinery for dealing out justice in a state of society changed
and changing from that in which it was conceived. .. .it is
obliged to seek actual justice by shuffling, halting, round
about methods disingenuous distinctions which vary with the
intelligence and bias of the particular courts ... .the law
makes the freedom and sacredness of individual contract, the
touch stone of absolute justice, and as the unions are found
to escape the evils of individual competition and contract,
and all the union acts in positive support of these purposes
do involve coercion the law cannot help being inimical to
unionism.
....The English and American law in its fundamental
concepts of free contract, individual liberty, and property
rights, was the crystallization of the social philosophy of
the rising bourgeois or employing class, and still, expresses
that view -point. Lawyers are trained in it. Judges, therefore,
inevitably tend to look at unions and labor controversies with
the eye of the employer. And judges help make the law.
These are some of the reasons that account for the
ambiguous and weak legal status of unionism and for the general
attitude of the unionists toward the law." 1.
Carlton says that the members of the supreme Court are
invariably men past middle age, and they received their train-
ing and had their philosophy of life determined a generation
ago. But he sees hope for the future as the younger men,
trained in the newer school of economics and sociology and
saturated with the recent teachings of our colleges and univer-
1. R. j?-. Hoxie, op., cit., pp. 237-239.
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sities come forward to the legal profession. 1.
Some suggestions and remedies are given by Hoxie and
seem to reflect the opinion of other authorities. They
are that we need:
(1) to take out of the control of the common law, out of the
field of contentions litigation, out of the hands of the
court and out of the realm of court procedure much that con-
cerns labor disputes and the administration of the law, where
flexibility and judgement on a basis of existing conditions
are especially needed and the present technical legal pro-
cedure is slow, inelastic and obstructive; (2) to adopt a
method of securing up-to-date information; (3) to develop
standards and rules of the game, just for the present and
flexible enough to meet changing conditions; and (4) to
educate an intelligent public in regard to these matters.
This topic must be left, then, with the conclusion that
the legal status of unionism is weak and that the present law
system is ultra conservative and acts too slowly to meet the
needs of changing economic and social conditions. Yet the
bright side of the picture shows that in spite of legal
prejudice labor has not ceased its effort to use legislation
for furthering its own social needs and in many cases has been
successful in bettering the conditions of the worker. Too,
the future must evolve a judiciary more sympathetic to labors'
needs because the embryo judges of tomorrow have been trained
in the schools of political and industrial democracy since
The World War.
1. F. T. Carlton op, cit., p. 338.
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Anti-Social Tendencies of Organized Labor.
All through this thesis I have tried to point out the
positive social significance of the labor union movement,
and prove that unionism has had an excuse for being because
it has already been instrumental in promoting the welfare of
its class, and its future program tends toward an industrial
democracy, - a truly social aim.
But labor unionism has been, and still is with a few
exceptions, anti -social in some of its methods and in the
machinery it uses for securing social betterment.
As Hoxie says, the great need of the present time is
to develop social consciousness and social standards. He
believes the history of industrial society proceeds in cycles.
The first stage was the individual consciousness of the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries when all social control was
swept aside. The second stage came in the nineteenth century
when groups with common interests evolved and group standards
arose. Contest between groups naturally followed. Then there
must come social consciousness, social standards and control
as the third stage. 1«
Hoxie states that we are now in the second stage, group
consciousness, group standards and group fighting, but we are
struggling toward the third stage, toward social progress
through the developing of social standards and consciousness. 2.
Prom this it seems inevitable that labor and capital must
pass on toward its final goal through the fire of warfare and
1. R.P.Hoxie, op. cit. p. 204
2. Ibid. p. 205
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conflict. Some of the means are as yet anti-social but as
long as one side uses these tools, so will the other. Anti-
social elements can be outlawed only by mutual agreement,
and concession on both sides. The present snags which hinder
cooperation are company-unions and refusal of the employers
to recognize labor unions.
Of course, too, the continued failure of labor to
secure justice before the law, is a serious cause of indus-
trial unrest and encourages radicalism.
The American federation of Labor, with Gompers at its
head, had always been a rather conservative organization and
a typical exponent of business unionism. The federation
aimed to secure its objectives if possible by peaceful means,
collective bargaining, the trade agreement and legislation.
However, it did justify coercive means, as strikes and boy-
cotts on the ground that war is better than oppression, and
that oppression is as much a part of autocracy in the indus-
trial world as in the political. 1. Consequently the majority
of trades -unions connected with the American Federation of
Labor have, when necessary, resorted to the strike and boycott.
On the other hand, the Industrial Workers of the World,
labor unions whose predominating philosophy was Socialism, and
the Anarchists advocated violence and armed resistance at all
times to encroachments upon the rights of the working men." 2.
The evolution of violence in the class struggle is very
vividly portrayed by Louis Adamic in his book "Dynamite"
•
1. H. Marot, op., cit., pp. 11-12.
2 • M. Beard, op., cit., p. 141
.
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He believes that the present day "racketeering", or highly-
organized criminal terrorism, is but a result of the growing
dissatisfaction of labor with our present industrial system
and that the roots "go deep into America's national life".
I will briefly sketch the most historic of the labor-
controversies .
Orth and Wright say the first strike in this country
occurred among the journeymen bakers at i\iew York City in
1741. An information was filed against them for conspiracy
not to bake until their wages were raised. Other early strikes
were the "sailors 1 strike at New York in 1303, the Journeymen
Shoemakers' Association of Philadelphia for high wages in 1805,
the cordwainers in 1809 in New York, and in 1817, at Medford,
Massachusetts the shipbuilders struck because the master gave
notice that no liquor was to be used in his ship yard. 1.
Adamic says the strike efforts of the trades -unions in
the eighteen-fifties , sixties and early seventies were weak
and of no avail. But in contrast to the regular labor organ-
izations of that time there was a secret miner's society called
the "Molly Maguires" in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania
whose principal method of achieving its objectives was terror-
ism by murder. 2.
The working conditions in the mines were horrible
enough to justify revenge, declares Adamic. He says the wages
were low, miners were cheated by their employers, and little
or no attention was paid to their safety, - cave-ins buried
1. C. D. Wright, op., cit., pp 295-296
2. L. Adamic. op., cit., p. 12
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hundreds of men each year. This was the beginning of
"racketeering" in the United States. 1.
More violence occurred in 1877, with the great rail-
road strikes of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad at Martins
-
burg, West Virginia, and the Pennsylvania Railroad Company
at Pittsburg.
From the Baltimore and Ohio the disturbance spread
practically over all roads in the North between New England
and the Mississippi River and over 100,000 men were involved.
It was the protest against the fourth decrease in wages in
seven years
.
These strikes were unsuccessful, but the strikers had
the sympathy of a vast number of the people in Pittsburg.
The sheriff of the county was obliged to send to the governor
of the state for troops
.
Rioting began and when the mob grew
defiant the troopers fired on the mob killing several people.
The criminal elements were drawn into the class struggle
at that time for they found in the riots of 1877 a good
opportunity for venting their hatred on the established order.
About 1,600 cars, 126 locomotives and all the shop f s materials
and buildings, except that which could be stolen were burned.
The loss was about $5,000,000. 2.
The next great strike was that of the telegraph operators
in 1883. The majority of the commercial telegraph operators,
linemen and railroad operators in the entire country took part.
Again hours of work and pay were the bones of contention. This
strike was also unsuccessful with a loss to the employees of
1. Ibid. p. 21
2. C.D.Wright, op. cit., 305
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$250,000 and to the employers of ?f 1,000, 000. 1.
Then came the Homestead, Pennsylvania, Strike in
1892 between the Carnegie steel company and its employees
growing out of a disagreement in regard to wages. They
were unable to agree and the company closed its works. Some
three thousand of the workers, as well as those belonging
to the Amalgamated .association of Iron and steel 7/orkers,
were not affected by the proposed adjustment of wages, but
all lost their jobs. The company refused to recognize or
hold any conference with representatives of the Amalgamated
Association of Iron and steel Workers and proposed operating
its works with non-union men. 2.
Because the workers had hung the president of the
company in effigy the works were shut down two days previous
to contract. Then the war began between the sheriff's
deputies who were hired to defend the buildings and the
employees who refused to allow them to enter.
The immediate cause of the fighting was the appearance
of the Pinkerton detectives armed with Winchesters. They
arrived in barges on the river and when they attempted to
land the strikers fired on them and a severe battle followed.
The strikers used battle equipment including breastworks and
cannon. Seven detectives were killed and about thirty wounded.
State interference with the militia returned the town to order
under martial law. 3.
There was much looting, clubbing and stoning and eleven
workmen as well as innocent spectators were killed, uongress
1. Ibid., p. 306
2. Ibid., p. 309
3. Ibid., p. 310
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made an investigation but no legislative action was taken,
indictments were made and lawsuits follow ed but the mills
were supplied with new people. The Homestead strike is
considered the bitterest labor war of this period. 1
The most radical city in the United States in the
seventies and eighties was Chicago and many bloody events
there were linked with the panic of 1873. There were huge
parades the following winter organized by Socialist leaders,
native and foreign born, and henceforth Socialism was almost
exclusively an underdog, hunger movement. 2.
Prom its beginning the Socialist Labor Party contained
an extremes t element. They read Marx, Hegel, Kropotkin,
Bakumin, Herzen and Spencer. They organized into "Revolution-
ary Clubs". In 1881, a national convention of these clubs was
held in Chicago and the "Revolutionary Socialist Party" came
into existence with loose talk of violence, dynamite, and
assassination. But it was not until Johann Most, a self-
educated, dynamic anarchist with 'fiery intelligence and violent
temperament" became their leader that any definite program was
decided on. 3.
Most had been imprisoned in Germany and England for
anarchistic activities. He advocated violence in the over-
throw of church and state and "his ideal of society was an
agglomeration of loosely federated autonomous groups of pro-
ducers". Each was to follow its own trade and own the means
of production. 4. His cry was ; "Extirpate the miserable brood 1"
T. Ibid., p. 311
2. L. Adamic, op., cit., p. 44
3. Ibid., p. 45
4. M. Beard, op., cit., p. 141
V
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meaning all politicians and exploiters of the masses. 1.
Thus the stage was set for the first bomb in the
class struggle. To quote from Beard:
"This vague philosophy made headway in Chicago
where even the Central Labor Union gave aid and support
....where in 1885 a great demonstration of the unemployed
was organized by the anarchist leaders and the English-
speaking workmen took part in the proceeding, the public
was aroused. .. .The next year occurred a serious labor
disturbance (precipitated by the Mccormick Reaper Works
who locked out hundreds of union men and employed scabs
and 300 Pinkerton "detectives" - gunmen - to protect the
scabs) in connection with a strike. Y'/orkingmen were
raided by the police, without warrant, they claimed.
Subsequently a huge mass meeting of workingmen was held
in Haymarket square and the police arrived in full force
on the scene. Someone threw a bomb which killed a sergeant
instantly and wounded many others. Thereupon the police
fired upon the crowd.2.
The whole city was thrown into a panic.... the
American public opinion was deeply stirred over the bomb
throwing and trial. Several Internationalists were arrested.
Four were hanged, one committed suicide, and three were
condemned to prison where they remained until pardoned in
1393 by Governor Alt geld, it was not proved at the trial
that any of these men threw the bomb nor were actually
implicated in the bomb throwing" 3.
The effect of the Haymarket riot upon the organized
labor movement is hard to gauge. "Prom the narrow, selfish
viewpoint of the employers, "Adamic writes, "The Haymarket
bomb was an excellent thing". It stopped the eight-hour
movement for a time and created chaos in the labor movement.
The American Federation of Labor did ask for clemency for
all the condemned men, but repudiated violent methods in
strong terms. Some students of labor write that the Haymarket
bomb set the labor movement back a generation and others say
it strengthened the American Federation of Labor into an
1. L.Adamic, op., cit
. ,
p. 45
2. M. Beard, op., cit., p. 142
3. Ibid., p. 143
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unidealistic, hard-headed outfit in which dynamite later
"became a factor. 1.
But this did follow. The employers 1 associations
all over the United States reorganized, put spies into
the unions and blacklisted active labor leaders. Beard
says that statistics show the growth of the American
Federation of Labor for years after was slow, and the Knights
of Labor gradually became disintegrated. 2.
In 1894, there was the famous Pullman strike when
President Cleveland sent Federal troops to Chicago and
Eugene Debs became a hero and a martyr to the labor cause.
The end of this strike proved unsatisfactory, - the strike lead-
ers were gagged and tied, Eebs was charged with contempt of
court for disobeying an injunction and those strikers who could
returned to work, but the rest starved! 3.
Then came violence in the West among the miners in the
Idaho region who struck against repeated wage cuts. Scabs were
hired and battles followed. As usual the miners lost but in
consequence the organization of the 7; estem Federation of Miners
followed. According to Adamic, this organization developed into
the most aggressive, violent, and revolutionary labor body in
the United States and became years later the backbone of the
1. W. W. or "wobbly" movement. 4.
In 1906-1907, there occurred "The greatest legal battle
in American History" in the Haywood-Moyer-Pettibone case at
Tl L. Adamic, op., cit., p. 84
2. M. Beard, op., cit., p. 144
3. L. Adamic, or., cit., p. 122
4. Ibid., pp. 14>-144
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Boise City, Idaho. This involved the leaders of the
most revolutionary labor organizations in the country and
started William Borah and ularence Darrow on different
routes to fame. Again the "haves and have-nots" were
pitted against each other. The trouble occurred as a
result of the murder of prank Stev/nenberg, ex-governor
of Idaho, whom labor had backed, but proved himself later
to be a traitor to their cause. Many were implicated, and
one miner confessed. Haywood, Moyer and Pettibone were
implicated. The jury acquitted Haywood and later Moyer and
Pettibone were freed also. 1. The radical labor movement
triumphed
I
So the history of violence and bloodshed goes on,
even up to the present. To mention every strike that has
occurred would take too much space and the story of each
is much the same. There is but one more outstanding disturb-
ance which I must mention because it has been said that the
recoil from this outrage was the severest blow which organ-
ized labor has received in America.
After the civil war in the Colorado and Idaho mining
sections the dynamite outrages spread throughout the entire
country. The climax was in Los Angeles in 1910, when the
Times Building was dynamited and about twenty men were killed.
John J. McNamara, Secretary of the Structural Iron vVorkers 1
Association, and his brother James were indicted for murder. 2.
Adamic calls them the "A. of L. Dynamiters".
1. Ibid., pp. 15^-154
2. S. r. Orth, op., cit., pp. 174-175
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Again the public was shocked and the hopes of labor
leaders shattered by the confession of the principals.
Adamic would have us believe that industrial warfare is
now at the point where thuggery has joined hands with labor
in the desperate effort to secure for labor its just share
in the distribution of the world *s goods.
Violence and anti-social behavior are deplorable, but
it seems more deplorable that we uphold that type of economic
and social order that must necessarily breed social discon-
tent and "racketeering",
Carlton says, "If it be true that approximately two-
thirds of our people have no capital but the clothes on their
backs and a little furniture and personal belongings, we as
a nation are face to face with a situation which furnishes
grave elements of danger. Such statistics are portents of
social danger; they are danger signals which cannot safely
be neglected." 1,
Other anti-social methods used by organized labor in
fighting capital are the boycott and sabotage. They are
neither as conspicuous nor spectacular as the strike, but are
as effective. The New York bureau of Statistics of Labor
show that between 1885 - 1892 there were 1352 boycotts in New
York State alone. Terrorism was spread among the tradespeople
and damage to property occurred constantly, A journal, "The
New York Boycotter" devoted to this type of coercion declared:
"In boycotting we believe it legitimate to strike a man finan-
1. F, T. Carlton, op,, cit., p. 90
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cially, socially or politically". 1
Blackmail and boycotting often go together and the
so called "protection" racket of 1931 is no more nor less
than the old boycott dressed up by the gangsters for their
own profit.
In the boycott history, the cases of the Buck*s
Stove and Range Company of St. Louis in 1906, incurring
the displeasure of the Metal Polishers Union by insisting
upon a ten-hour day, and the Danbury Hatters 1 boycott, in
1903, because of an attempt of the Hatters Union to make a
closed shop, are the two most famous, in both cases capital
triumphed and injunctions were secured.
Sabotage and "striking on the job" are forms of revenge
that the more radical unionists employ to oppose the relent-
less and brutal opposition of the capitalists to their demands.
Adamic claims that when the I. W. W. took it up, sabotage was
the only weapon left to the underdog. He also says, "Sabotage,
in many places borders on the criminal - a menace not only to
Industry, but to our national character." 2.
Because this system causes employers to hire spies to
combat sabotage - war results and sense of honor and justice
are entirely lcet.
Orth says that the word sabotage expresses the whole
philosophy and practice of revolutionary labor. After futile
attempts to win Toy striking this is the only means left. The
idea began with the slowing up of the human worker but soon
1. r! . P7 Orth., op., cit., p. l78
2. L. Adamic, op. cit., pp. 394-395.
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extended to the slowing up of the "iron worker". It was easy
to plan accidents which resulted in so much confusion that no
one could be blamed. 1.
Adamic states that the harm sabotage has done to the
American worker can b e repaired only by decent treatment of
workers in industry: good wages and steady employment.
But if we study the most recent philosophy of the
more conservative trades -unions we find that although the
union is in one sense justified in developing a strong fight-
ing organization, there are signs of changing tactics among
both employers and employees. This was best expressed in 1925
by William Green, the present President of the American Federa-
tion of Labor. He announced that, "The antagonistic and hostile
attitude, so characteristic of the old order in industry, must
be supplanted by a friendly relationship and a sense of obliga-
tion and responsibility."
The Future Outlook for the Labor-Union Movement.
At the present time, as I have already quoted Hoxie as
saying, we are in that stage of social and economic evolution
that reflects group consciousness, group standards and group
fighting. We have reached a crisis experience in our industrial
evolution and the year 1931 tells the story of dissatisfaction
and suffering among the laborers of the world. We have been,
and still are, in a valley of business depression; unemployment
and economic chaos go hand in hand; "racketeering" or gangster
control of the trades -unions and crime cover the front sheets
of> °Ur Papers * Economists, sociologists, capitalists and labor
1. S. P. Urth op., cit., p. 201
•
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leaders, - and even the politicians are coming forward, each
with his own program for "a way out."
What will the future "bring? No one knows, but in the
light of the present trend of affairs intelligent prophesies
can be made which are based on sound sociological and economic
principles •
This much is certain, the present crisis is an economic
and labor problem. Industrialism has reached its maturity. 1.
Estey says that it is a serious problem for it means so trans-
forming the tendencies of modern industrialism that they will
exalt rather than depress, free rather than debase, that mass
of people who work for wages. 2.
The typical workman of today, in short, has lost his
individuality, lost much of his interest in work and lost the
security of employment, - the price of the machine age. These
are powerful causes of industrial unrest for they violate the
profoundest desires of human beings and thwart the outlets for
pent up human instincts. 3.
Control of the situation would seem to be within the
power of three factions, - the employee, himself, the employer
and the public. The potentialities for developing social
consciousness and social standards lie in education, legisla-
tion, the "newer" labor unionism, and cooperation between
worker and employer resulting in a more equal sharing of the
good things in life, - material and spiritual, those values
which develop with the wise us e of leisure time and opportunity.
1. J. A. Sstey, op. cit., p. 16
2. Ibid, pp. 16-17
3. Ibid, p. 15
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All this might be expressed in two words - Industrial
Democracy .
The newer concept of Modern Trade Unionism includes
the philosophy that its' best interests are promoted through
concord rather than by conflict, "It prefers the conference
table to the strike field," 1, Organized labor is now will-
ing to cooperate but it will not give up its privilege of
collective bargaining, - the chief function of successful
trades - unionism. Therefore it is of primary importance
to the organized workers that their unions be recognized by
the employers. Once the union is recognized and the right
to bargain conceded the terms of employment may be arrived
at through negotiation. The agreement, known as the trade
agreement or labor contract, is the goal of modern unionism
and capital must accept it sooner or later,
Gemmill says that the trade agreement is the concrete
expression of labor's share in the management of industry.
The ability of labor to dictate certain provisions of the labor
agreement is surely evidence of the surrender of power on the
employer's part, and the attainment of joint control of industry
by employer and employees, 2, Furthermore, the trade agreement
deals with the three essentials to human happiness in industry,
wages, hours and working conditions.
As to industrial democracy, Lauck says that Samuel
Crompers very succinctly expresses the concept of industrial
democracy as follows ;
n P. F. Gemmill, pp. 19-20
2. Ibid., p. 6
4
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"The old political democracy is the father of
this new industrial democracy. The trades- union move-
ment is the potential new industrial democracy. Trades
-
unions develop the reason, the conscience and the civic sense
of the wage earners.
By combining into trade unions, in acting
collectively, deciding questions by debate and majority vote,
making sacrifices of opinion and individual superiority for
the common good of all, the workers receive an education and
training which eminently fits them to take their rightful
place in industry and organized society. Indeed it is only
by education and training that democracies can live and grow
and develop." 1.
Another very good definition of industrial democracy
is that of George F. Johnson, a shoe manufacturer, which he
gave before the Boston Economic Club:
"As I understand it, an 'industrial democracy 1 is an
industry operated for the benefit of the community, including
the workers who produce and the customers who consume the
products. It is operated in a democratic fashion 'to see
how much can be made of it not out of it 1 .... It seeks to pay
the highest wages, and to produce under the best possible
conditions. It recognizes the human element as of the great-
est importance." 2.
There are many employers who are friendly to the unions
and who have no objection to the rights and objectives of an
industrial democracy. Lauck briefly sums up some of the
objectives in organization and collective bargaining as
follows :
"(1) mhe right of employees to form and conduct their
own organizations, independently of and with no interference
from employers or managers.
(2) To bargain collectively with employers through
representatives of their own choosing.
(3) To have these representatives function independ-
ly in behalf of a real and definite organization.
1« W. J. Lauck , Political and Industrial Democracy, p. 58
2. Ibid., p. 60
s
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(4) To be guaranteed individual protection against
discrimination because of membership in labor unions or
other organizations.
(5) The right to have management and employers
recognize existing standard labor organizations, or to
permit employeer to form and act, if they so desire,
through labor unions, coextensive with the organization
of the various industries,
(6) The establishment of joint machinery,
equally representative of employers and employees, for
the adjustment of grievances and to administer discipline
under regular working agreements,
(7) The establishment of joint machinery equally
representative of employers and employees, for the consider-
ation of changes in standards of work and compensation,
(8) The establishment of disinterested arbitration
machinery for the final ascertainment of facts, and the
interpretation of principles, relative to which the represen
tatives of employers and employees have been unable to reach
a decision, B 1.
However, there is a large group of employers who,
although opposed to unions in general, will recognize the
right of their own employees to organize and bargain collect
ively. In fact there are several types of Employee Represen
tation. The "committee" type is used in small plants, that
is, the representation is in the form of shop committees or
work councils made up of equal numbers of employee and
managerial representatives. Arbitration is provided for in
some plans. Then there is the "industrial democracy" type
which roughly parallels the legislative organization of the
federal government , But the true industrial democracy
provides for equal sharing of responsibility in management
and in stock control and ownership, and in addition permits
collective bargaining and cooperation on a labor union basis
Probably the A. Nash Company,- "The Golden Rule", Unionized,
1. Ibid., pp : 65-70
2. P. F. Gernmill, op. cit., pp. 62-68
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is the best example of this •
The "Employee Association" type of representation
differs from those already described chiefly in providing
for the definite organization of the workers into a
company union or employee association. Membership may
be voluntary or compulsory. Representation may be of
the committee or industrial democracy type. 1. This is
the type of union most favored by the majority of employers
since the World War •
However, the trades -unions see in the company union
only a desire to combat their own organizations.
Lauck says that membership of employees in labor
unions is essential to proper industrial citizenship. He
also adds that the ordinary scheme of employee representation
does not give a full measure of democracy and economic strength
to employees. Them he gives these reasons:
"(1) it imposes a limitation upon the selection
of delegates as they must be taken exclusively from employees,
(2) it impairs the economic strength of employees because in
most cases there is no general independent organization
to which employees belong, to which dues are paid or in
connection with which meetings are held outside the industrial
plant. If, as in a few cases, there is a definite organization,
it, as a rule, covers only a single plant and not the industry.
On the other hand, shop committees, industrial councils and
cooperative schemes will go along most effectively if placed
on a trade union basis. Otherwise unions will continue hostile,
will oppose plans of employee representation and attempt to
destroy or control, with the result that a true spirit of
cooperation will be lost." 2.
Mr # Walter Lippmann is quoted by Lauck as saying that
industrial democracy without unions is unthinkable and without
democracy in industry there is no such thing as democracy in
Tl Ibid., p. 68
2. W. J. Lauck, op. cit., p. 80
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America,]..
It seems to be agreed that shop committees and other
types of employee representation are a step forward toward
social justice, but the final goal must be coordination with
the union, then the shop committee will be invaluable as a
supplement to the regular trades -union procedure.
The following cooperative systems of employee rep-
resentation are working very successfully in part or as a
whole with labor organizations, - the Dennison Manufacturing
Company of Framingham , Massachusetts; the Dutchess Bleacheries
of wappingers Falls, New York; and the Nash Tailoring company,
of Cincinnati, Ohio. The so-called "B. & 0. Plan", which has
also been adopted by the Chicago and Northwestern, the Chesa-
peake and Ohio, and the Canadian National Railroads, affords
a further example of a cooperative plan for realizing greater
productivity and efficiency, superinposed on and supplementing
the work of regular standard railway labor organizations. 2.
William Green, President of the American Federation of
Labor says
:
"The union of the workers is not standing still. It
is consolidating the gains of the past and pressing courage-
ously along the highways of progress. The union itself is an
elemental response to the human instinct for group action in
dealing with group problems ... .The union expresses the work-
men's unsatisfied desire for self betterment in all of the
phases that desire may find expression. The new idea of joint
responsibility in approaching the solution of industrial
problems on the part of the employers, management and employees
is being tried in various lines of industry. As a result of
the shopmen's strike in 1922 the management of the B. & 0.
Railroad have been working together in a constructive way with
what seems to be most successful results." 3.
1. Ibid., p. 81
2. Ibid., p. 85
3. William Green, Modern Trade Unionism, American Federation of
Labor, Washington, D. u. p. 14.
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Professor Gemnill says that individual trade unionists
have not infrequently served as representatives on shop com-
mittees and there are some who frankly endorse this form of
representation over no representation at all, but the official
attitude is one of antagonism to the shop committee. The
workers feel that the company union has a weak bargain power,
for a non-union shop is lacking in solidarity and the spirit
of "one for all and all for one" is lacking. 1.
Also, the company-union is led to put undue emphasis
upon unimportant matters like welfare work while being diverted
from such vital things as wages, hours and working conditions.
The company-union is not as well fitted to cope with industry-
wide problems, they cannot know of the wages, hours and working
conditions in a certain industry throughout the country, as
the trades -union can which is in touch with state and National
organizations. 2.
So industrial democracy may be one "way out" of our
capital and labor crisis. I have pointed out steps that have
been taken toward it. Lauck points out that a century passed
after the American and French Revolutions before political
democracy was accepted and says that the progress of industrial
democracy must be correspondingly slow. He also prophesies
that industrial democracy will come by evolution,- the outcome
of experience and education. 3.
In the field of education, then, we have every reason to
be hopeful for the future
.
Here the trades-unions have an
1. P. P. (iemmill, op., cit., pp 190-24
2. Ibid, p. 189
3. W. J. Lauck, op., cit., p. 339
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important social significance I Organized labor has always
been a friend of education, and William i^reen as a spokes-
man for the American Federation of Labor told the Harvard
Union in an address
:
"Organized labor recognizes and appreciates the value
and importance of education. It believes that the workers
can advance their economic and social interests through
education and knowledge. The workers believe fully that the
future of the trade union movement is very largely conditioned
upon the effectiveness with which we link up educational
opportunities with trade-union undertakings. The Trade unions
were pioneers in demanding free public schools so that there
might be equal educational opportunities ... .Culture should not
be the heritage of any limited group.
In addition to advocating free public schools, organ-
ized labor has always favored compulsory school attendance
laws and anti-child-labor regulations .. .we can visualize the
significance of educational development. Through education
which will bring wisdom to the formulation of the institutions
of the future, labor seeks deliverance from the limitations of
existing conditions" 1.
Carlton says that the future status of labor organiza-
tions will depend upon industrial and political progress and
that the trends of the past may furnish aid in discerning the
future. He shows that in political evolution the most pro-
gressive Western nations have passed from exploitative, bar-
barian-warrior control thru absolute centralized management,
to the admission of the commercial and manufacturing interests
to participation in governmental function, to the use of the
constitutional form of government, and finally to the modern
democracy with its broad suffrage provisions. 2.
Then he adds that a similar evolution may be traced in
the realm of religion and the family, and now the industrial
world is the last stronghold of the despotic principle. 3.
1. W. Greene, op., cit, pp. 12-13.
2. F. T. Carlton, op., cit., p. 536
3. ibid., p. 536
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Carlton also says that the rise and growth of the
trades -uni on movement is of great significance in our
national life and industrial progress, and he prophecies
that the "industrial unions will stand in the forefront
of the movement for industrial democracy." 1.
So if industrial-unionism, which will include the
skilled and unskilled, slowly marches step by step toward
social justice for all and high social standards, we shall
hope to see militance outlawed and a social control based
on arbitration, adaptation, cooperation the intelligent
understanding of human instincts, and sound sociological
principles
.
Until then organized labor must continue to combat
their own traditions, mutual suspicions and hatreds as well
as fight for their freedom through education, legislation and
the machinery of industrial democracy I
Summary
.
In this study I have attempted to show that organized
labor, either in the form of trades -unions or industrial
unions, has performed certain social and economic functions
in the past that would justify its being. I have quoted the
opinions and prophecies of authorities who have engaged in
research in the field of capital and labor controversy, of
students of the labor problem and of the labor leaders, in
order to point out the fact that organized labor should
occupy a very significant place in achieving social justice
1. Ibid., p. 540
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for mankind in the future if past events and present trends
can be scientifically interpreted.
It was necessary to portray the historic background
of labor unionism in order to clearly explain the situations
and factors that have led up to the present day crisis
experience in industrial relations. As civilization has
developed the world has passed through two important stages
of economic and social evolutionary change the Commercial
and the Industrial Revolutions.
First mankind was occupied with his hand made goods
in his home and happy in his skill of workmanship and possession.
Later the use of steam power revolutionized the whole industrial
organization including transportation. Manufacturing enter-
prises sprang up in all civilized countries and with them evolv-
ed a new mode of living in crowded towns and cities. Pood
stuffs had to be brought to the cities from the country and
manufactured products had to be carried into fields of commerce.
All these changes took place rapidly and the existing social
and industrial ordeip was dislocated.
The human element played an important part in this
transition. They were grouped together in mines, factories and
in transportation fields. They operated machines and engines.
They missed the sense of satisfaction that comes with creative
work. They no longer felt the pride of possession for they
could afford to own neither machines nor raw materials, and
they became a commodity on the market. An overabundance of
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cheap labor made for Insecurity of position, low wages,
long hours and horrible working conditions*
The seventeenth and eighteen centuries emphasized
individualism and selfish greed with social control swept
aside. The nineteenth centure evolved a group conscious-
ness with group standards. The question of wages and conditions
of employment had become a subject of vital interest to employ-
er and employee and the conflict between capital and labor was
begun.
Out of the differences which arose between the employees
and the employers developed the organization of workers, - the
gregarious instinct was strong.
It is clear from the study of the social and economic
development of the labor unions that they evolved slowly out
of the needs of human experience, in the beginning their
primary purpose was to defend the workers against wage reduc-
tion and unfair treatment - "to obtain a little freedom from
the involuntary servitude of their mechanical lives." The
methods they employed were militant and the employers were
also forced to join together for defense. Industrial warfare
followed that attracted the criminal element on both sides
and the seed was sown for our modern racketeering. Consessions
on both sides were forced by militant machinery. Perce and
brutality inspired both employers and employees.
Prom such crude beginnings organized labor has devel-
oped into one of the most significant factors in our social
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organization today, and due credit must be given to the
leaders, who on the whole, have been efficient men with
high ideals of service, in order to escape from any
crisis experience there must be both intelligent leadership
and followship, which represents cooperation and trust,
Ther< is no doubt that organized labor, altho its
policy has not been to form an exclusive labor party here,
as in England, has accomplished much in the field of social
legislation for improving the working conditions of the
laborer. The benefits that have fallen to the worker are
not measurable, but there are indications that they have
been considerable.
Securing protective legislation, alone, is almost
enough to justify organized labor for existing, and their
influence and interest in promoting educational programs is
invaluable to society.
The simple trades -union movement is slowly giving way
to an industrial union movement which represents greater class
solidarity. One of the methods the American Federation of
Labor is using to secure its goal of collective bargaining
is to "organize the unorganized" and receive the unskilled
workers into its organization. This is one way the unions
may succeed in strengthening their organization and defeating
the "company - union" which they feel is standing in the way
of industrial democracy.
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The modern unionism believes that both capital and
labor are necessary to industry and are so interrelated
that one cannot exist without the other, Modern unionism
believes that th eir common problems are capable of solution
and agreement may be reached through collective bargaining.
They prefer "The conference table to the strike field".
Employers are beginning to realize that working people
are no longer a commodity but human beings with human desires
and instincts that must have an opportunity for satisfaction.
Too few comprehend that workers in the industries crave the
spiritual and refining influence of culture and education as
well as the material. But it is necessary to have a wage
high enough to secure more than the bare necessities of life>
and leisure enough for rest and recreation before these finer
things may be attained and enjoyed.
To obtain these things then, is the mission of organized
labor, and the way to the goal of social justice and high
social standards seems to be thru cooperation. The employer,
the employee and the public must work together and be under-
standing in order to attain the greatest good for the greatest
number •
The key, perhaps, is through an industrial democracy,
for a political democracy alone cannot endure. A fitting
ending to this thesis might be a quotation from Lauck:
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"If the middle class which is predominant today
will not share in a democratic and reasonable way with
B* the working class in industry, the working class will
break through and dominate as in Russia today - with
communism and a dictatorship of the proletariat. Both
reason and history demonstrate this deplorable conclusion
if there is not a democratic and enlightened change in
industrial relations." 1
1. J. W. Lauck. op., cit., p. 340.
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